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Holland City News
YOL. XI.-NO.29.

©be

HOLLAND,

YffEENGS, D. R., Drue Stqre. Fine DrnRS, Med
itJL Iclues,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and PerRiver street.

iity gems.

yAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer In

WEEKLYNEWSPAPER,

A

V

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND’S BLOCK.

Out

TV

full

Druggist & Pharmacist; a
stock of goods appertaining to the busFaraltun,

Produce, Etc.
¥

Apples,

Beans,

taken from

bushel.
bushel.

“Going for

Hay,

Cincinnati Enquirer publishes tho follow-

.

at six months.

.

.

.

_

Mich.

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths publishedwhitout charge for subscribers.

££F” All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
An X before the Subscriber’s name will donote
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two XX slgthat no paper will be continued after date.

THIS PAPER “Cwch

°iv.e

*

1 paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
advertising contracts may bo made for it in

NEW

YORK.

Taking Effect, Sunday Jan.
From Holland
Nl’t MixMail.
Exp. ed.

.

1882.

15,

From Chlca
igo
to Hniland.
Mix- Nt’i
Mail.
ed. Exp.

Chicago.

TOWNS.

m.

p.m. a. m.

a.

m.

41020 0 20 11 50 .... Holland ..... 3 25 8 OJ 5 15
40 10 10 12 08 East Saugatuck 3 05 7 35 5 00

10 55 10 40 12 20 ....Richmond...

1

25 12 50 1 10

2 55 7 20 4 45

55 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 15 5 45 3 55

830

0 2 45 ...St. Joseph...12 40 8 05 2 00
6 00 3 50 ..New Buffalo.. 11 40 1 00 11 55

a.

m.

5 50 ....Chicago ..... 9 00

m.

p.

p.

m.

ft.

ra.

a.

m. p.m.

On Saturday night the Night express north runs
er, leaving Chicago 5 15 p. m., arriving at
Holland 2:20 Sunday morning.

“They’re tol’b’y good, but I reckon
they’s not

enough color. You see

foqd of color she goes barefooted
bit,

a

she’s

good

and she’s raytber fond of lookin’ at

her stockin’s,she is.”

shall, Battle Creek

to
Rapids.

From Holland
Grand
,« m. a.m. p.m.

From Grd. Rapids
to

Holland.

m.

p.m.

15 3 25 ....Holland ..... 11 45

•HR)tioio

a.

5 85 9 40 3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 11 35 8 40 9 55
..

“Oh, I see what you want. I guess

Tccumseh, Mar

you,” said the clerk,
pair fairly aglow with blocks

these will please

and Allegan.

showing a

The new line will be about one hundred
and eighty miles

and, elaborate ankle

ornaments in colored

in length,

-

(

\X7ILM8,

P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron and Wood' combinationPumps. Cor10th and River streets.

Hudson ville... 11 15 7 40 9 25

—A

Poor Man's Wife.

point. Contracts for the construction of the

TV

HoUrr Public*.

OTEGENGA, A.

I\, Justice of the Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at short
notice. Office at his residence New Holland,

0

Michigan.
TXEST, R.

40-tf.

dashes right into and through Vanderbilt

Any person with

a

Cough, Cold, or any

it

XX

Bronchial Complaints. Thousands who

Resldence on Ninth street, near the cor. of Market street. Office oue door west of Van Raalte’s
boot aud shoe store. Office hours Irom 8 a. m. to
12 m., and from 6 p. m. to 8 p.
50-ly

IV

m.

QCHIPHORST, L.

0

and

Physician

Surgeon;

the drug store of Schoiitcn A Schepers; is prepared at all times, day or night, to
attend to “calls.”
office at

have

tried it

merits— give

it

now

live to testify of

an immediate trial, you will

be surprised at the result.
Ciiildrf.n have health and Mothers rest

when

Dr. Winchell’a Teething Syrup

is

Bitters for

nearly parallelsdifferentbranches of tho

Lake Shore

tfc

Michigan Southern, and twice

on

its

line is

an

crosses other brandiesof that road

way

to

Grand Haven. The new

importantone, not only

as a feeder

f

the

Ohio Central & Nickle Plate, but as adversely aflcctingthe interests of tho

Shore.”

:

During tho drizzle which saw the

!

New York, Chicago and St. Louis, and
Mr. Howard, one of the builders of the
the

regulates road, who have lately arrived in Chicago

first

week of August come and go, a number
of farmers

belongingto a colony of Hol-

landers in Michigan found their wheat
sprouting and were otherwise affected;

Lake and

Last Monday President Cummings, of

used. It produces natural sleep,

615 10 00 4 05 ....Grandville...11 60 7 10 9 05

its

Depend on Brown’s Iron

territory. From Toledo to Jaskson, Mich., strength of mind and body.

first

Physician and Surgeon, can be
found in his office, on River street, next door stage of Consumption will be relieved and
to D. R. Meengs, drug store, on Tuesdays, Thurs- cured by Eilert’s Exlract of Tar and Wild
days. aud Saturdays, and the balance of the week
he will treat the Eye aud Ear at No. 132 Monroe Cherry. It is especially prepared for
st., Grand Rapids,
6-ly
B.,

I/’REMKRS, H., Physitlan and Surgeon.

A friend writes: “For years I suffered

Uncle Sam’s Nerve and Bono Liniment
work on the line is to begin immediately. from physical exhaustion and declining
is for man and beast and is a balm for
Like nearly all other projects originated health. Now I am as strong as iron. I
every wound. Sold by all druggists.
by the Seney syndicate,this new one used Brown’s Iron Bitters.”

9-iy

'

you.

It will oot disappoint

new road have already been awarded, and

Bronchial Complaint or even in the

Mich.

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

5 57 9 20 3 52

stripes.

mem-

Hotel.

9 10

earl

520 *8

largely composed of

from Toledo to Grand Haven, Mich., pass-

ItMitional -Xontl

PhyileUat.

7 30

clerk, holding up a pair of hose

and traverses silks.
Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terms,
what
has
already
proved
to
be a rich
Wh
call
the
attention
of
ladies
to
the
$1.00 per day. Good accommodations can always
“Now you’re talklir*;she’ll Just grow fat
be relied on. Holland,
18-ly
advertisement in this paper of “Dr. Mar- country for railroads.The plans of this and comfortablelike over those,” said the
chisi’s Uterine Catholicon.” We have in project are already well matured. Nego- colored man, who in a hesitating manner
LivirrisdSftliStable*.
our posession indisputable evidence of its tiation are favorably pending between continued:“But they're hardly the size.”
T)OONE H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
JL> audbarnonMarketstreet.Everythingfirst- worth, and we recommend the afflicted to Ohio and Michigan Company, as tho pro“How are these?” asked tho clerk,
class.
try it. This remedy differs from quack jectors of this new enterprisewill be called presenting a pair of exacly the design but
TTAVERKATIJ, G. J., Livery aud Boarding nostrums in the following respects: 1st. and the Chicago & Weil Railroad Com- much larger, thinking ho would surely
XX, stable.Fine rigs and good horses can al- It is prepared by a regular physician; 2d. pany, owning about four hundred miles
hit the mark by showing the largest size in
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s
33-tf
It is not recommended for all diseases, of road between New Buffalo and Pent- stock.
VTIBBELINK,J. H., Livery and Sale Stable; but only for a particular class, peculiar to water along the eastern shore of Lake
“Well, I guess they won’t ’zactly do.
In Ninth street, near Market.
females; 3d. It is recommendedand used Michigan,fo.r a connectionat Allegan and You see, she only weighs ten pounds as
Meat Virkitt.
in practice by many physicians, one of a general interchange of business at that yet
”
IJUTKAU, Wm. New Meat Market, near corner whom at least is well known to the people point. This arrangement will make the
What
happened
thereafter was lost beIX Eighth and Fish Street. AH kinds of sau- of New
47— ly.
Ohio and Michigan line the outlet for the cause of the tornado of laughter showered
sages constantly on hand.
—
-«••»
large lumber traffic of the Chicago & West
on the clerk; but the colored man got the
I/’UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of moats and
Money for a Rainy Day.
Michigan Road, which traffic will, of hose bo wunUftl.
IV vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
yANDERHAAR, U., Denier in Fresh, Salt, “For six years my daughter was sick course, continue on its way east over the
V and Smoked Meats aud Vegetables; paper from kidney and other disorders. We Nickle Plate and Ohio Central. ArrangeBxwn’i Iron Bitters.
and twine; 8th street.
had used up our savings on doctors, when menis have been perfected by which the
Without exception, there is no remedy
Xinufictorie*.Mill*, Shops, Etc.
our dominie advised us to try Parkers's Ohio & Mississippi Road will cross the so strengthening In its effect as Brown's
pAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors Ginger Tonic. Four buttles effected a Maumee over the Wheeling & Lake Erie Iron Bitters.
X of Ptugger Mills' Steam Saw and Flour cure, and as a dollar’sworth has kept our bridge at Toledo. Of course the terminal If you wish to bejstrong and to enjoy the
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
yAN RAALTE, B. dealer in Farm Implements family well over a year, we have been able facilities and dock front of the Ohio Cen- full exuberance of perfect, robust health,
V and Machinery,cor. River snd Ninth Street. to lay by money again for a rainy day.” tral will be used by the mew line at that put your trust in Brown’s Iron Bitters.

2 00 5 15 3 35

1 50 3 10 2 30 .BentonHarbor.12 50 3 15 2 10
2 05

he wanted
woman don’t

Bedford.
-

Chicago & West Michigan Railway

12

ole

care whether they cost a dollar a pair.”

-

Roads.

00 12 15

My

Mich.

Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum,

12

is

ing through the towns of

0

n.

Vanderbilt system

Seney syndicate, has started
and already got under way an important
.project in Michigan. It is proposed to
construct a new line and fairly direct line

HMy

OCOTI” HOTEL.

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three

m.

to the

bers of tho

“
“

a.

spmething showy.

.

changes.

10

dicate, which

1

X1 “
“

p.m.

escorted to the

hosiery department and said

authority:— ,‘The Ohio and Michigan syn-

bushel

“

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

to

buy

“How do these suit you?” asked the
done in
of railroads is clearly indicated by the folold gold and black stripes. “Or these?”
lowing statement, which is given on good displaying a pair in red white and gray

.......
Eoteli.
Buckwheat, $ bushel.
T0B PRINTING Promptly obA Nsatly Eiecfltei /~1ITY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers & Son<, Pro- Bran. (4 100 lbs ....................
$ ton ......................
vy prletors.The only ttrsr-class Hotel In the Feed, IMOO
lb .....................
city. Is located in the business center of the town,
Barley, p 100 lb ........... .........
and has one of the largestand best sample rooms
Middling, ^100 !b ..............
Oue square of ten llnea, (nonpareil,)75 centa for in the State. Free bus iu connection with the HoFlour, ^brl .........
Aral Insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent tel. Holland,
Pearl Harley,V 100 lb
nsertlon for any period under three moulhe.
TJIKENIX HOTEL. Ryder A Coffee, proprietors. Rye mush ............
I 8 m. | 6 m. I 1 Y.
Locatednear the Chi. A W. Mich. R’y depot, Corn Meal ^ 100 Tbs ......
Fine Corn Meal V 100 lbs
1 Square ...... ........... 8 50
5 00
8 00 has good facilities for tho travelingpublic,and its
8 00 10 00 table is unsurpassed.Free Hack for accommoda.................. 5 00
tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
................
8 00 10 00 17 HO
H Column ................. 10 00 17 00 25 00
Wm. J. Scott, proprietor.
................. 17 U0 25 00 40 00
This hotel Is located on the cor. of Ninth and
................. 25 00 40 00 65 00

to

“Under the heading some stockings.” He was

Vanderbilt’s Territory,”the

Seney syndicate

red “

V

store

August 10: The active antagonism of the

G,, General Dealers, in Dry Wheat, white
.............
Goods. Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Lancaster Red, IJ bushel
Flour, Provisions, etc. ; River st.
Corn, shelled bushel

yAN PUTTEN

dry goods

the “floor walker” that he wanted “to

ing dispatch bearing date of Cleveland

Grain, Peed, Etc.
£ bushel .............

Oats,

f

month

or two will reveal:

...

Trifle Large.

on Woodward avenue yesterday, saying

Eggs, Vdorcn...
Honey, ^ lb .....

General Dealer*.

paid at three months, and $2.00 if

nlfles

fact or fiction a

549.

A very large and muscular entered man,

itai of Saturday, 12th

it is

NO.

black as night, entered a

Butter, V lb .....
Clover seed, fl lb

$1.50 per pear if paid in advance; $1,75 if

.

the

insL Whether

ton ......
6 001
H. & CO., Dealers In all kinds of FurITI nlture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, Onions, bushels.
Potatoes.
^
bushel
................
Picture Frames, etc. : River street.
Timothy Seed, V bushel ..........

VfKYEK,

Terms of Subscription:

2
S

the

Toledo & Milwatokee railroad project is

.

Editor and Publisher.

paid

A

Tho following item in regard to

Drugs, Modi

XITALSH HEBER,

WHOLE

26, 1882.

Another Railroad.*

lltarbrts.

clnes,

iness.

WILLIAM H. ROGERS.
i

SATURDAY, AUGUST

Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr
VV. Van DbnBebo'b Family Medicines; Eighth St.

EVERY SATURDAY AT

. PlfllLISIIED

MICH.,

they waited upon their clergyman and

asked him to pray for an abatementof the

rain. “I’ll pray, but I do not believe
will

it

do any good.” “Can’t youiissure us

that the creek

won’t rise any

“I don’t dare promise

you?”

“Can’t

wo

our wheat?” “I
OCHOUTEN, F. J., Physician and Accoucher.
from New York, were asked for information
6 35 10 30 4 20 ..Grand Rapids.. 10 45 6 35 8 45 0 Office over the boot and shoe store of W. the bowels, cures dysentery aud diarrhcea
hope
so,
but
I
can’t
tell.”
“Will it rain
a. m. a. m. p. m.
a. m. a. m. p.m.
Klaasen, on River
4U ly.
arising from teething or other causes. about the intention,ns recentlyreported by
all the week?” “I don't know.” “Will it
telegraph, of their syndicateto construct
ANTING, A. G.. Physician aud Surgeon; Sold by all druggists at 25 cts. a bottle.
On Sunday morning the Night Express leaves
rain two weeks?” “It may." “Well, if
aTI office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegancounty,
Holland :80 and arrivesin Grand Rapids :10 a. ra.
a line from Toledo through Michigan to
Mich. Office hours from 12 to 2 r.
26-ly.
that’s
all the influence you have above,
Uncle Sam’s Condition Powder pre Grand Haven. The fact is, they stated, a
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
we’ll
withdraw
from your church, aud look
Ph5togr»pher.
veuts disease,purifiesthe blood, improves company has been organized to build a
am Holland
From Muskegon
_Muskegon.
t0 Holland;
for
a
preacher
whose
prayers can at least
TJIUGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer,Gal- the appetite,give a smooth glossy coat, road from Toledo by a direct line to Allep. m. a. m.
p. m. a. m. p.m. J.I lery opposite this office.
keep one small creek from slopping over!”
and keeps the animal in good condition.
save our oats

if

we

further?"

lose

Street.

2

_

m.

4

to

I

8 25 11 45 ...Holland.... ~

6 00

~

..West Olive...

10

gan, where connectionwill be established

45 to 40

10 05

W»tche» tod Jewilry.

REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
IX dealer In Fancy Goods; Corner of Market
IX

...Bushkill ....
.Johnsville....

TX7YKHUYSBN,

II., dealer In Watches,Clocks,
Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and

TV

.Grand Haven..

Cedar streets, Holland,

Mich.

..Ferrysburg...

to
Allegan.

From Holland
a.m.
•1045

p.

Holland.

a.m. p. m.
11 45 •5 45

8 25

11 15

8 49

11 20

5 10

85

4 00

11 07

4 55

1 00

4 15

10 58

4 15

45

4 40

10 30

3 30

11

12

p.m. p.nr.

We

a.

m. p.m.

* Mixed trains.
t Runs daily, all other trains dally except Sunday. All trains run by Chicago time.

Hujsimw
Attoraeyi.

WILL YOU SUFFER with Dyspepsiaand Liver
Complaint? Shiloh'sVitalizer is guaranteed to
cure you. Sold by D. R. Meengs.

H. Attorney and Councelorat
corner of River and Eighth streets.

Law,

ComaiuloaMt rebut.

JDEACH.W. H. Commission Merchant, and
|AJ dealer in Grain, Flour and Produce. High*
I

est

market price paid for wheat. Office In Brick
cor Eighth & Fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17

•tore

Dragt

ud

TVHSSBURG, J. O.

Xtdieiaii.

Dealer in Drugs and Mediclnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes,Ac. PhyInclans prescriptions carefullyput up. Eighth st.
I

lr«f

-

walked

and the

out. — Wall Street

delegation

Newt.

Michigan.The preEight Hundred Thousand People.
with the
Thpre are already booked for passage to
Chicago and West Michigan have already
this country in 1882, nearly a half million
been arranged. At Toledo the new Hue
people, and it is estimated that 800,000
will connect directly with the Ohio Cen- will emigrate f#>m Europe aud Canada to
a

trafficcontract

tral. This combination of identicalinter-

the West and Northwest.

In consequence of this vast throng, the
"Albert Lea Route," (Chicago, Rock Island
health and sweet breath
secured by Shiloh’s catarrh Remedy. Price, 50 Ohio coal, and southward and eastward for & Pacific R’y) has been compelled to put
cents. Nasal Injector free. Sold by D. R. Meengs. Michigan lumber. The contracts have
upon its line an additional Fast Express
o/od'tTFeHows^ofdsUb regular meet^ngB at* Odd
FOR LAME JJACK, Side or Chest use Shiloh’s been let for the constructionof the line Train, composed of moil elegant day and
Fellows Hall, Holland.Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each
* Porous Plaster. Price 25 cents. Sold by D. R.
a. in.,
Meengs.
from Toledo to Allegan. These gentlemen night cars, leaving Chicago at
Visiting brothers arecordiallylnvited .
and reaching Minneapolis early the next
Thob. McMastbr, N. G.
William Bokgabtkl, R. 8.
SHILOH’S COUGH and Consnmptlon Cure is also volunteered tho importrot information morning in ample time to allow those goSold by I) °lt ^1,Bn‘nlee' It ewes consumption. that the same syndicate has decided to ing to Northern .Minnesota, Dakota or
F. & A. M.
build a railroad northward from Marshall, to obtain their breakfastand make the
A Regular Communicationof Unity Lodok,
SHILOH’S VTTALIZERIs what you need for Mich., on the Michigan Central, to a junc- connectionfor all points North and NorthNo. 191,K. 4 A.M.. wlllbo held at Masonic Hall Consnmptlon, Loss of Appetite,Dizziness and
f
Holland,Mich., on Wednesdayevening, bept. all svmptonsof Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 75 cents tion with tho Detroit, Mackinac and MnrThis train is runs especially to connect
27, at7j'clock, sharp.
per bottle. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
quett railroad,in the Lake Buperior iron with the new express trains which the
H. C. Matbau, W. M.
D. L. Boyd, See'v.
CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH and Bronchitis regions. This projected route will parallel Northern Pacific, and 8t Paul Minneapolis
Immediatelyrelieved by Shiloh’s Cure. Sold by
and Manitoba Railroads (the latter conD. R. Meengs.
the Chicago and West Michigan,the Grand
Tub Hercules Powder is still doing its
necting with the Canadian Pacific at 8t.
Rapids and Indiana Northern, and the Vincent) have jost put upon their lines.
work of annihilation.Orders are coming
Important to Travelers.
Michigan Central. Besides these two enThe regular eveniog express train from
in for it from all parts of the State, for
Special inducements are ofieied you by
terprisesthe syndicate have under consid- Chicago will be run as heretofore, and
blasting slumps and stones. It’s a sure the BurlingtonRoute. It will pay you to
make the evening connectionsfrom Mineration several smaller projects in Michineapolis for all points in the territory
Ranters & Sons are the agents for read their advertisementto be found elsegan, all tributary,directly or indirectly,to named above.
Ottawa, Allegan, Kent and 3Iuskegon where in this
52— ly.
the New York, Chicago,and St. Louis sysIt Is important, and travelers should
16-tf
bear K io mind, that there are no carriage
tem.
For bill heads, note heads, letter heads,
tronsfeisbv the “Albert Lea Route,” pasOne hundred and fifty pieces of Peach tags, envelopes; and all kinds Job printing
sengers being lauded io Uuiou Depots at
Time Tries AIL
Tarleton just received at the store of D. in the l{qlnnd and English language go to
Minneapolisaud St. Paul.
So it does, and io cases of dyspepsia,
Bertsch. Come and ascertain my prices the NEWsbfflce.
This is the route to travel over for sure
indigestion,constipation, kidney and liver connections,and is the plesuntestand most
before purchasingelsewhere.
complaints, biliousness, etc., Burdock comfortableline to the Horthwest.
Tho Distinguishing Charm.
D. BERTSCH.
The trains of the “Albert |ea Route”
A delightful fragrance of freshly flowers Blood Bitters have been proved by leave Chicago from the depot of the Great
many a trial to be a reliable cure. Price $1. Rock Island, the old favoritewith travelers
Notice.
and spices is the distinguishing charm of
All persons who desire to obtain sumdestined for Kansas, Colorado, New Meximer wood at “Filter’s Factory” will leave Florcston Cologne.
Fell Downco, Arizona and the Pacific Coast.
orders for the same at G. Van Putten &
Mr. Albert Andersoo, York Street, BufSend your address to E. St. John, GenSons store. The money must accompany Senator Ferry wfll deliver an address falo, fell down stairs and severely bruised eral Tickets and Paseuger Agent, Chicago
at the Pioneer picnic to be held at Vicks- his knee. A few applicationsof Dr
order before wood will be delivered.
and obtained our new illustratedWestern
JOS. FIXTER.
burg, Kalamazoo county, Aug. 81.
Thomas’ Eclectric Oil entirelycured him. Trail.
I. 0.

&

0. F.

an

outlet northward for

CATARRH CURED,

week
„

U

wr

west.

Countie?.

T)ARKS, W.

road, affording access to Grand Haven and

said the spokesman,

other lake ports in
liminaries of

go.

X

can be so quickly
guaranteeIt. Sold

ests will afford

From Allegan to

m.

•ii-iy.

with the Chicago and West Michigan rail-

-----

8LEELPE8S NIGBTS, made miserable by that
terriblecough. Shiloh’s Cure is the remedy for
you. Sold by D. R. Meengs.

Muskegon... 2 06 8 15
p. m. a. m. p.m.

..

m. p.m.

--

it.

cur.jdby Shiloh’s Cure.
by D. R. Meengs.

and Eiuhth Street.
.

-THAT HACKING COUGH

All druggists sell

__

26-tf

2fi-4w

issue.

<

$

$oiiatt4 4iia
HOLLASD

CITY.

districtthe Mexican troone lost forty-fivemen,

Synopsis of the Doings of a

road between Barharupi and the Trinidadmine.

POLITICAL.

Few

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW.
THE EAST.
Crops in the western and southern

ter at Utica, N.

Y. The

caused considerablecontroversyin the Senate,
and was left unacted upon when Congress adjourned sine die. The former Postmasterwas
suspended....Public Printer Rounds has ap—
. m —
w ----

7r7

tii

i

portion of Massachusettsare rapidly dying for
is

pastures are as dry as straw

.The Sprague
f&im and mansion at Canonohet, R. L, were
sold at auction by order of TruateeChaffee, for
$62,250, to Frank D. Moulton, of New York.
Gov. r.praguchadpartiallytorn down the bridge
leading to the place, and patrolled the avenue
leading to the house, armed with a nfle. The
auctioneer stood on the wreck of the bridge to
.

.

John Kelly

New York

said to a

Sun

.

reportor that Tammany had no candidatesfor

^

The
ine

exercise of this right

by

intrenchmentsat Shaluf at the point of the

principle entitles them to. The large amount
of public lands and the subsidiesthese cor-

only long enough to permit the British vessel*
to pass to lamalia. Arab! Pasha was erecting
extensive earthworksin the vicinityof Aboukir,
The French Government sent to De Lesseps instructions to be more prudent in his language.
The Porte refuse* to permit the exportationof

__

pass

porations have received from the Government and people demand that they
didates,Etc.
should be regulated by law, that the
constitution confers on Congresscomplete
VERMONT OBEBNBACKERS.
power to give the people redress on contracts mules for the British forces in Egypt,
carrying from ona State to another, and,
Vermont
Vermont Grsa*ttck State a-wuyouuuu
Convention for
lureMiiuiu
buu,

,

iiuui ^
200

UrTaBMCH.

met at Wvlerbury on tbe

parched, and the

The British Admiral Hewitt telegraphs from
8aet that
men of the gunboat* Sea Goll and

:

Them.

of

Their Declarations of Principles, Can-

nomination of Stevens

demand the

courts, wo

Acting Postmaster General Hatton has appointedJucUon C. Stevens Postmas-

want of rain. The ground

railways of the State in their chargesfor toe

W^Hlghl^o^edth,

and the ludnrns left thirty-eight. Eighteen
women and twelve children were killed on the

MICHIGAN.

!

7. That the right of tbo State to regnlate the

PARTY CONVENTIONS:

the light with the Apaches in the Sarh&rupi

in

IMh

of

A^e..

delegates being in attendance. L.

a Ttomp-

BAD INDIANS.

their duty to* the pnblic as common carriers for
a reasonableconsideration.

a

James Oonrov. of Iowa county, offered the
^followingadditional resolution,which was Trouble Brewing at Pine Ridge Agenif, not being admitted to the Democratic conadopted :
vention, Tammany wonld supportits nominee*,
Resolved,That we tender enr sympathy to
cy, Caused by the Agent’s
replied : “That depends.”
the oppressed of all nations, and to Ireland
especially
in
her
present
strtiggte
to
attain
her
rOBEICN.
lug platform, whieh was adopted :
Unpopularity.
freedom.
completethe sale.
Ireland’s NationalIndustrial ExposiVS hbhkas, The past and present condition ofThe Hon. J. A O. Yeomap, of Webster,
Two masked men entered the house of tion was opened at Dublin, in the presence of this country justifiesthe conclusion that the offered the following additionalresolution,
policieswhich have prevailed in the past have which was adopted nn&nimously :
The Latter’* Removal Demanded
the brothers Gilchrist at Charleston,Saratoga an enormous crowd, on the 15th of August.
been both oorrnpt and inefficient,as plainly
Whereas, Our Chairman, the Hon. John P.
county, N. Y., bound and gagged the brothers Bands paraded the streets,followed by large
on Pain of an Uprising
manifested from the existence of a continual
Irish, is about to leave the BUte to go to Caliand their sisier, and with evident knqwledge of crowds. All troops wore confined to their contest between capital and labor, enormous
in October.
barracks. The O’Connell statue was unveiled frauds in the dischargeof officialduties, cor- fornia, be it
the premises wont to the bed, lifted up the
Resolved,That the Democracy of Iowa will
tick, and found the key to the safe, taking
always rememberthe valuable services of Jolm
therefrom money and secnritiesto the amount
Dispatchesreceived at military headquarters
enurauum prerwea „„rold; land ,nd
wlK«e P.
wherovot he goe.UMir tatwkho.
of f 150, 000. During the struggle in binding
Lord-Mayor
Dawson,
in
accepting
the
statue
po^y
jg
to
enrich
themselves
at
the
expense
of
Mieua
miIL
the brottiersone of them stabbed one of the
auucHuum
ta Ctovb. .how thvt there » eerioo. tremble
for the Irish people, said their straggle was
wealth-producingclassesof theconutry,and
robbers with a two-linedfork, one of the tines
The Mieeachoeette Greenbeck BUte Co™®, i between the Bmi Mmo. . P.^ IMge
over, and their effortswould still be obstrnctei whoso influenceis to corrupt and destroy th*
breaking off in his body.
They must endeavor to forget the melancholy form of our Government ; and
tion aesembled vt Boston on the 18th of An- '
tJhelrJA«(e“t'
At North Adams, Mass., Joe Goes past, and look for, glory in the future, in
Whereas,The Republican and Democratic gnet, end nomin.ted Gen. Benjamin P. BnUer ;
C‘°”d “d ot*>r °iM,‘
and Sullivangave a sparringexhibition at a hope that Ireland, once a province, would again parties, who have furnishedthe statesmanship
for Governor on the .econd ballot Other ^ OUhondd, Urvt >f he ta not removed b, Oct 1
picnic. A row arising in the audience,the become a nation. Parnell spoke a few words, and policy of the past, are proved Justly re- nominations were made as follows: Lieuten- they will break out They have also notified
in which he expressedhope for the future prossponsible for Bach an unfavorablecondition of
exhibitionwas adjourned and concluded at
ant Governor, George Dntton, Springfield ; the Secretary of the Interior and the post and
perity of Ireland. He said the best monument pablio affairs : therefore.
night in a hall In the first two rounds there
Secretary of State, John Howes, Woroestei ; department commandersof this threat
to O’Connell were the changes beneResolved, That we arraign and hold rospousiA telegram from Col E. Y. Sumner, comwas a slight advantage in Sullivan’sfavor ; in
Treasurer. George Foster, Lynn ; Attorney
ficial to Ireland which marked his life....
nle the old politicalparties, and especially the
the third Goss closed Sullivan’sleft eye, and in
General,E. A. Snow, Athol Auditor, Augustus manding Fort Robinson, sixty-five miles from
Prof.
Jevous, an authorityon political
the fifth and last Goss was badly punished. .... 1,ror- jev01lH'
Republicanparty in ‘power, for all evils which •F. Merchant, Leverett.The following plat- Pine Ridge, states that ho received this mornMcIntyre, of
ing a lettersigned by fifty-two chiefs and head
form was adopted :
ministration of politicalaffaire, the existence of
men, indicatingwido-spread dissatisfaction at
Pa., was drowned while bathing in the surf at
While
the
reprosentativei
of
other
parties
in
Fans was attended by 4,000 persons. Resolulabor strikes, stealing, bribery and callousness
Pine Ridge. The Indians look to Gen. Crook
Weet BrightonBeach.
the
field
may
point
with
satisfaction
to
the
victions were passed favoring the placing of
for relief,and ask Col. Sumner to inform him
in the public service, assessing officials, corrupt
tories
won
at
the
ballot
box,
we,
the
representPrince Victor Napoleon upon the throne of
that they have given the Interior Department
practices in national and State elections, mainFrance. Do Cassagnac made a speech, in taining sectional hatred between the difforent atives of the National party of Massachusetts, sixty days’ notice, within which time they exreview
with
equal
satisfaction
the
many
conwhich
he
declared
that
the
Imperialists
were
The Irish nationalistsof Chicago held
pect some action to be taken, otherwisetrouble
sections, opposition to the payment of the pubcessions which these parties have been com- , - .
ready for power and meant to take it
lic debt by endeavoring to decrease the Govtheir annual demonstration at Ogden’s Grove,
polled to offer to onr principles, and that
q-.f'1'*111"'
£. Dwyer Grey member of Parlia- ernment resources, persistent efforts to destroy
7n
- There are over 7,000 Indians
at Pine Ridge
near that city, on the 15tli inst, and listened to
ridiculethey have progressed surely to the ;._jannn
t.u a™,..™ ni.ri.tvr
State nominations ;

and

in reply to a question

ernor, John Jenner ; for Treasurer, Fletcher
Tarbell Swainton. The following Congressional
nominationswere made : First district,D. R.
Kidder; Second district,H. D. Dunbar. The
Committee on Resolutionsreportedthe follow-
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“Ife was
mnlsentenced
,nd
01 thc
;
of St. Louis, and >£f
Mr. James Redpath. The
to three months’ imprisonment
legislation in regard to silver, legislation in
lastrnamedgentlemanspoke in the evening to and to pay a fine of £500 for contempt of court favor of large mouopolios, for the hypocritical
an immense and enthusiastic audience. The in publishing the letter of O’Brien, editor of advocacy of a principleby placing prohibitory
attendanceduring the day was at no time less
than 12, 000.... Dick Little, who gave information against the James gang, to which he at one
time belonged, has been arrested at Kansas
City for complicityiu the robbery of a United
States paymaster at Mussel Shoals, Ala., in
March, 1881.

The Western

distillersended a meet-

ing in Chicago by making arrangements for
the re rival of the export pool and the passage

United Ireland,accusing tho jury which convicted Francis Hines of being drunk on the
night previous to the day the verdict was given.
O’Brien and Davitt were put out of the court.
Grey is tho High Sheriff of the city of Dublm.

set

been
more
form- Thewand^havealso
Cheyennes among the
place. Our declaration
well as returned 'wamore from
ness of the greenback was because of • ,

1!
'.^>,1 r/v!' ™
^
secretly,has been publicly restoredtois
'*

1

i

reservation

f

er

laws on the statute-book but never enforciog
them, for claimingcredit for national prosperity which is attributable to a bountifulProvidence, a fertile country and an industrious people, aud the incessant labors of the Greenback

Vt
o(,,«h

.nd

MS ‘TXW™
IrCnd

of speech no lonsev exi.ted in
the latter claimed the union with Great
Britain was inimical to the interests of the
country.

It

is

probable that Parnell, Sexton

and John Redmond, members of Parliament,
will visit America to work np public opinionin

favor of Ireland. It is probable Davitt, instead of going to Australia,will remain in
America tor the same purpose.Davitt regards
the Irish situation as mitlcal .... From London
Charles McMahon, a wealthy farmer como reports
is in » ,Ute. of .narchy, and that the King and Queen have been
residing near Mount Pulaski, BL, and two of
assassinated.The trouble arose from popular
bis laborers, named John Carlockand Solomon opposition to the treatiesrecently entered into
Malheuy, were literally butchered by unknown with tho United States and England....
men, the crime remainingundiscoveredfor two A meeting presided over by Lord Mayor Dawdays. The house was thoroughlyransackedfor son was held at the Mansion house, Dublin, for
valuables....Two sections of a freight train
tho purpose of startinga fund for the aid of
bearing W. C. Coup’s circus came into collision evicted tenants.Au inclosure of £20 was renear Tunnel Hill, on the Cairo and Vin- ceived from Grey. The statement of the fact
cennes divisionof thc Wabash, 8ti Louis elicited cheers for Grey and cries of *• Down
and Pacific railroad. The engine of the with Lawson.”
second section smashed into the passenger
The Joyce family, consistingof four
coach in the leading tram, killingtnree men
and wounding twenty -five or thirty others. . persons, suspected of having given informaTwo yonng men and two young ladies in a car- tion to the Government respectingthe murder
riage were run down by a train at Anoka,
0? two bailiffs, wore assasssmatednear Corgin,
Minn., together with their horse, and all were
County oalway, Ireland, by a party of men
killed. The party was returning from a dance.
The Rail Mail Gazellesays the sentenceof E.
Dwyer Gray, at Dublin, is & scandalof the first
THE SOUTH.
magnitude, and he wonld have slighted his
Benjamin H. Hill, United States duty as a journalist had ho not called attention
Senator from Georgia, died at Atlanta on the to the reports of the drunkenness of tho Jury
that convicted Hynes.
morning of Ang. 16, aged 59 years. About 2
Mr. Long, ihe American Consul at
o’clock a. m. he was discovered to be sinking,
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Sioux, as

Sit-
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nroved
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ve ^ w c,aknwi that tho Sioux break they
and their
can muster between 4.000 and
by the i^n of John Sh^^^ well-mounted and equipped warriors.
pi

seed

r^no

11

wer^ h

if

a

keep-

0,lt

allies

the

ZreenbMk^bo7'party’”which

^

killing
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_________

of resolutions touchingthe temperance

agitation. The resolutions recognize the
“American Sabbath,” and resolve in favor of
all existing laws, a well-digested license law, a
license fee that will yield a large revenue,reduce the number Of saloons and elevate their
character,and oppose their arraying as a
body against either political party .....
A party of nx unugglere,with forty pack animals, encamped for the night in a canyon in
the Swisholm mountains, in Arizona, and were
>11, save one, drowned by a cloud-burst.Their
bodies were found scattered along the canyon
'next morning.

1

The prisoner was then taken to Richmond party.
“uthonU re^v^
t f t os
prison. Grey, at the expiration of his term.
Resolved, That we indorse the platform of
must find sureties himself for £5,000, and two the
the" National
National Greenback-Labor
rnm Onr nowlHnn
party, which
others for £-2,000 each. The decision of the points the way and faithfully labors in an al- Sat
iSf the
court caused a great sensation. Grey was Lord , ^st uopdew contest for the adoption of prin- ^Uon
ho^ded debt whenever it
Mayor of Dublin in 1H80 . .The freedom of ci log tUat
^oy^t consistent, and iu
money^ti) do so instead of funding it
.

ofa

ot

In,from
Z

thTXra^
of

much to do with the
they nearly all respect him ami have

Gen. Crook has had

^

g)0UX(

unboundedconfidence in him. Ho

has fought
them time and time again and has made term*
of peace witti them, and it is not at all unlikely
Gen- ^rook’ ^f01,0 he leave8 (or Anzona,

into

»pId,T po.1- S
SV’n'if
M^Mnd'feAt

p^vinent
h.v.

the establishmentof banks of discountaud deposit whose existence shall not be contingenton
tbe national debt, the adjustment of the tariff
so as to protect home industries,unlimited coinage of gold aud silver so long as these metals
are consideredessential as money, a free ballot
and a fair count in all sections of the country,
and a generalsupervision by tho nationalaud
State Governm-mts over ail corporations
derive their existence from legislative

the

beenm.de through the

t£Z7t public «nlt n

success.

,

ug the threat

.vert,

,

re-

which

char-ere,

and winch should be controlled tor the

qnntiug them. nd

show

opinion, educated by onr agitations/
0]^; however, has no love for Crook
that onr labors have met with a good measure or MtQiUiCnddy. Crook in 1876 deposed him
of
, ,
from the Government chieftainshipof the
Resolved, That a check should be placed upon : 8ioux liatiou and proraoted Spotted Tail to
the power of wealth and its unjust accumnla- Uiat po^on. Crook also disarmed and distion, and a system be adopted which will secure mouut<}d his band, and Red Cloud iu 1881 was
to the laborer the profits of his toil: that we depoHcd from tbe place of chief of his tribe for
demand that the national debt shall be paid as b d conduct bv McGillicuddy.Red Cloud has
revenuesVill allow and, if
M^i^addy. Red Clond has
vTr^n^ll7at thi ontion^ h*r*°r*d ill-feelingon this account, and has

publm

™^i*thJalUhe*tGene^aoT'“.W

it is predicted by military officers that the
ernment should coin and issue all the money, difficultymust be adjusted or an Indian war
Resolved, That we demand of the Republican whether metallic or paper ; make it a full legal wju result.
party of this Bute a prompt aud thorough entender for all debt, without any exception,
Further advice* from the Sonora valley state
forcement of the prohibitorylaws, in order receive itmp.ym.nt of .11 twee, .nd that
of
d
tnat thousands of misguided citizeusmay he
shall abolish the national banks as banks of
, ,
^ / T » .u
relieved from the necessity of sustaining issue; that no one should be allowed the raid is 200, commanded by Jab, the Chirahordes of officialsby the fines and coats which
to monopolize land, air, light and cahua chief who escaped after the battle with
accrue from prosecutionsunder the prohibitory
water; that all citizens
allowed Gen. Fnero last spring. The outrages are of
laws, which becomes a legalized system for exto use the ballot on equal terms ; that all pro- the most devilish cnaracter, and the women are
torting money from its victims.
petty should be equitably taxed for the support treated in the most horrible manner, at one
Resolved, That wo demanded at tho last elec- of the Government,bnt the right of suffrage place eleven women being stripped, outraged,
tion tho passage of a law equalizing taxation,
should not be dependent thereon ; that we are aud then torturedto death. A large force of
but what a failure ! What au amount of prop- in favor of legislation which shall lightenthe Mexicans are in close pursuit, and the country
erty still paying taxes twice, while much goes
exhaustivenessof the toil, hoars of labor, and is being aroused by means of courier?. If capuutaxed at all ! It is a consequence of the will- *ecure universaleducation among thi people ; tured, tbe Indians will probably bo exterminful determinationof that party 10 legislate to
that we are in favor of weekly payments to a
enrich the few and impoverish the many.
labor; that eight hoars should constitute a legal
A new screw adapted to be put in poIOWA DEMOCRATS.
day’s work ; fhat we are iff favor of the passage
The Iowa DemocraticState Convention as- of laws for the incorporationof organizations sition by driving has been inventedand
under the laws of the State, and for the ap- is said to enter the wood without tearing
sembled at Marshalltown, on Wednesday, Aug.
pointment of the State Board of Arbitration, to the grain. A cone point is used instead
16. A temporary organizationwas effected, as be
bo composed of
of an
an equal
equal number
numuer of
or workingwonungrrimlet point, and the screw thread
follows : Chairman,Judge W. C. James, of
Pottawattamie; Secretary,Col W. W. Gamer,
™chl‘Piteh th”t il
without intending any evasion and with no fashion, and once in positionit is very
and by 6:15 he was dead. Four hours belore AleiMldm,
.tucked by . body ot forty of
mental reservations;that we protest against dillicult to remove.
his death he made a sign for a hypodermic inthe natives inaido the Gabarra gate. Mr. Long
Keith, of Crawford ; Reading Secretary, T. O.
the iniquitoussystem of contract- convict
jection of morphine. He appeared to be awake
It is most true that a natural and
labor, that places the honest mechanic in direct
and conscionsseveral times, but could not was unarmed, but he seized a large club, and Walker, of Davis.
backing into a corner cried for help, and made
competition
in the labor market with criminals;
secret
hatred and aversion toward fc>The
report
of
thc
Committee
on
Credentials
speak. At 6:15 be was apparently awake, when
such au effective defense that none of the as- showed a representation from seventy-two that as Americans we deplorethe arbitrary im- ciety, in anv man, hath somewhat of the
he closed his eyes gently, and died without a
sassins could get near enough to him to hurt counties fully representedwithouta contest.
prisonment
of onr citize
pnsouraeniand
auu illegal
uiegu detention
mji»uuuuui
nnVnaP heast _ flarnn
tremor.
him. During the attack the natives made a
Tbe
Committee on PermanentOrganization in British Bastiles, and deploreour continued Bftvag6 beast. Jiacon,
According to the representationa great deal of noise, and the clamor attracted the reported the following permanent offic-rs; misrepresentationat the Court of St. James
made by Bonthern bankers in attendanceat the attention of some of the English soldieryon Chairman, John P. Irish,of Johnson ;Secrotary, by a Minister who sanctions the illegal
THE MARKETS,
.

welfare.
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Bankers’National Convention, recently in
session at Saratoga,the agricultural,industrial
and commercialconditionof the Bomb is exceedingly flattering, with a good prospect

ahead.

Six thousand people witnessed the

duty. These

at first supposed that the fight
was merely one of the usual native rows, but
when they discoveredthe characterof the assailed they made a descent upon the assailants, liberated Long, and captured all the ringleaders. Tho attack upon Long was premeditated and was meant to be fatal

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

The Sheriff,with the doomed man, surrounded

lowed, in which was the weeping mother of the
prisoner.On the scaffold Black feang a song,

The citizens of Butler, Ala., recently
made the discovery that 400 negroes had
organized a conspiracy, under the lead of

commencing “As I passed by the wicked
crowd I hoard a woman cry, ” having reference Jack Turner, to massacre all the whites in that
to his mother. He then delivereda lengthy region between Oct 15 and 17. Seven leaders
speech, and was wholly unembarrassed by his of the plot were speedilv placed in jail, whence
, Turner was taken and hanged to a tree on the
lurroimdiiigs.

a

Wash-

ington telegram, has ordered engineers to

be-

Charles W. Ward,

a negro, was ex-

ecuted at San Antonio for an outrage on
girl

.....

a

white

Yellow fever is increasing in violence

_

of tbe Hennepin canal The ; along tbe Rio Grande. At the requestof the
object is to push the work and complete it as Governor of Texas, Surgeon Murray has been
toon after the meeting of Congress in Decern- ordered from Memphis to take charge of the
gin the survey

her a*
as possible.The hope of tue
the Illinois mem- i
ber* is that if the matter can be bronght up
early in the sesaion it will be possible to pas*
an appropriationto begin the work ____ The
gigantic oak tree at Mount Vernon, known as
Washington’* oak, wa* destroyed by lightning
the other day.

Solicitor Raynor, of the treasury,
decides that freight on imported goods consigned to an inland city can only be collected
at the point of destination.He hold* that the
Collector at the port of arrival ha* no right to
demand payment of freight charge*.

THE WAR IN EGYPT.

Wolrel^d .t A.er.ndn. on
the 15th of August Tbe Khedive issued deWm. Thompson, of Humboldt, was nomi- ere es authorizingthe British Admiral and oomnated for Auditor by
mander of the force to occupy such point* on
J. H. Bremmerman, of Des Moines, was the Suez isthmus as they consider useful for
nominatedfor Attorney General by acclama- military operationsagainst the rebels, and in-

Treasurerof

for

hospital at Brownsville, in which city there are
150 case* of fever aud 2,000 destitute person*.

Road agents baited a

stage going to

Globe, Arizona,killed Andrew Hall, the express

messenger,and secured 15,000 in the treas-

uro-box.
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was nominated for Judge of tbe Supreme
by

Court them a

gtead.
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Arab

.

naming
said ^h^t-No.

retina deposing the SulUn, and
the Sherif of Mecca as Caliph. Arabi is

The nominee for Supreme Court Reporter £ b?

ctnof bunness street of the town.

WAaHIN®Topl»
The Secretaryof War, says

'

State.

^oMo^Cb&r-nomb.W

Government

acclamation.

hanging of Black Caldwellat McKinney,Tex.
by a mounted guard, marched two miles to the
place of execution.- The immense crowd fol-

of the British

A. B. Keith, of Crawford. The other officersof
tbe temporary organizationwere retained.
T. O. Walker, of Davii, was nominated for

<^nt*£,cbolc* 8prlng Kx- • ?
2 Spring... ......... 1

theBcdouins tnUpper Egypt. ConN_No. *

50
oj
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Germany.

1

After a prolonged and exciting struggle over
the report of the Committee on Resolutions the
following olatformwas adopted :

there is no prospect that England and

Turkey

will agree tonching the proposed military con-

vention. The policy of Gen. Wolseley is to
divide Arabi's forces, and he, with the authority of the Khedive, has issued a proclamation
to the people of Egvpt, representingtbe sole
object of the British to be to restore the authority of the Khedive. It is said the
hopelespness of the struggle is becoming apparent to the Egyptians. Gen.
Wolseley, at Alexandria, issued a manifesto saying the chief object of Great Britain
ia to restore the authority of the Khedive in

L

The Democratic party, in convention assembled, reaffirm the great principle* which are
the foundation of free government, among
which are equal right* to all, special privileges
to none, protection of the weak against the encroachment* of tbe atrong, equal taxation, free
speech, free schools, and, first of all, a free and
incorruptible ballot

2. That we favor reform in the civil aervioe,
Under the new law Chinese going
and denonnoe the extortion of money from
home to make a visit with the inten- office-holdersto oorrnpt the ballot and control
tion of returning to this country will elections as most threateninga* it is the most
•
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insidious danger that besets the Government
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of a Chinese is a difficult matter, he
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gance of the lie pub) wan party and demand an
differs so slightly in appearance from
. 46
47
immediate reduction of taxes to the lowest
thoosands of his rape. To prevent tiie fignre wnich will enable the Government to tians.
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Dispatchesfrom Alexandria of Aug. 20 state Pork Mesa ......................
Forty-four imported Clydesdale
LARD ..... ...................... 12X@ 12)4
that the authorities should take advant4. That no species of industry should be that four English regiment* made a reoonnoisTOLEDO.
hones, of an average cost of 12,000, have been
. 1 06 © 1 07
age of the fact that no twohnman heads fostered to the injury of another ; that no class sance along the Mahmoudieh canal, drawing Wheat— No. 2 Bed. ...............
. 80
81
landed at Montreal They are for an Dlindii are shaped exactly alike. It is proposed of men should be taxed directly or indirectly
out shellH from Arabi Pasha’s force. British
stock farm.
by means of such a machine as hatters for the benefit of another ; that every descrip- troops occupied Port Said and Ismalia and disDETROIT.
The Bankers’ Associationbegan its use for measurement to representupon tion of industry should stand or fall on its own armed he native soldiers.Rear Admiral Hew. 5 50 @ 8 03
merits ; that the existing protective tariff is an
1 07 A 1 08
annual session £t Saratoga Ang. 16th, with a
itt
shipped
traffic
on
the
Saez
canal,
at
which
every passport by small holes punched outrageousscheme of plunder, and in principle
. 78
80
Corn— Mixed .....................
De
Les-tqps
made
a
very
strong
protest
At
very large attendance. The opening address through it the outline of a horizontal and detail violates every democratic principle
. 44
46
Port Haid the British troops threw up some
was made by PresidentGeorge u. Coe.
i 2 00 © 2 20
Barixy— (per cental) .............
of right and justice.
section of the owner’s head.
earthworks between the European and Arab
.21 25 ©21 75
The business failures in the United
5. That the late amendment to tho pharmacy
. quarters, «nd Admiral Seymour and Gem ; PoB*“MeB>" • rabiAN APOLIS.
In
Spain
it
is
the
custom
of
every
one
*
. 1 00 A 1 01
law of the State has made the same burdensome Wolreley were on hand with seventeen transStates the past week numbered 148, being 53
Corn No. 2. ................... 84 C* *5
more than in the preceding week, and an in- who eats fruit to dig a little hole and and unjust, and we favor thb repeal thereof. i ports and five men-of-war.The Directors of l SS.
............59
6. That the Democracv of Iowa are opposed , tho
Baez Canal Company
held
a meeting
plant the seed, and the roads in
_____________
____
__________
0 in
_
crease of 74 over the same week in 188L ....
...... EAST LIBERTY, PA.
Many of the Russian Jews, not finding America
what they expected,are anxious to return to of which are free toalL Home one says . I k ^ co^tuSon, we are resolvedby all legal ; nouncing the warlike measures of tte British,
Common ................. 4 60 © 4 25
Russia.
Ihe man has not uvea in vain WHO means to eliminate the obnoxiousmeasure from and reserving the right to claim compensation Hook... ...........................
. 75 © 8 00
> from England.
...................
. ........ 2 60 © 6 80
Special advices from Sonora say that plants a good tree in the right place.” 1 the constitution of the
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the heroes of an hour have disappeared period. From that date to and includbrahma.
followed tbe use of pilocarpine in the
from the public gaze. The two regattas ing August 8, it rained every day, and,
The
rA.nnn.I-oct
loti
Puni«
o,
0,f » romg womon treated by him.
in which they took part will be memor- here at Lansing, on several days almost
Waldo
first . light
able in many respects, not only to those incessantly. The temperatureduring
Tho first number oi the Atlantic
? \?‘‘h a7®*low tm8e. became
who took part in them, but also to the this time, as shown by observationsat
onlookers. The spectaclewas novel to the office of the State Board of Health, Mouf/.t,,,that for No»emb‘ 1857 con ^ ^estant broTO m the oonrse of . mouth,
puru l,lack 1,1 "ll nlon,tha-. ““li
many and attractive to all. And even was not below 65 degrees Fahrenheit, tamed .Mr. Emerson's “ Brsbm." It
j “‘0r? vl*arHU* “d thicker
the discomforts of rain, slushy paths and and was frequently as high as 84 degrees was the Inst ..f the four which
boisterous beer selling were put behind Fahrenheit The humidity of the air wid^r.ml discussion and no little
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excited

MICHIGAN Af FAIRS.

the desire to witness the skill and
Seizure.
physical endurance of the boating men.
Sheriff Clippert, of Wayne county,
Immediatelybefore the entrance to
has seized a large amount of prop- the grand stand there was a long open
erty in Detroit belonging to the shed, with a counter running along the
Great Western railway, of Canada, in entire length, behind which were many
kegs of beer constantlyon tap, and besatisfactionof a claim aggregatiug$740,000. The indebtedness grew out of a fore which there was a constant crowd,
not always orderly in demeanor nor
contract with the Chicago Car Loan
Company for the use of rolling-stock. choice of language. Ladies and others
Among the property seized was the occupying the grand stand were com-

Heavy

steamer Michigan,just putting out. A
number of debts due the Great Western
were garnisheed..

pelled to pass close before this
beer guzzlersto the entrance.

crowd

of

rid-

ranged from sixty to ninety-five per cent
of saturation,there being over seven
grains of va|>or of water in each cubic

BRA TIM A.

foot of air.

Then followedstatementsfrom

a

num-

ber of correspondents,received Aug. 8,
9, 10 and 11, concerning the damage to
the wheat crop. The general conclusion
drawn from them by the Secretary of
State is that one- fourth of the whole
crop, or about 8,300,000 bushels, in the

southern two

tiers of counties,

I

half to two-thirds of the crop, or about
re- 8,000,000 bushels, in the third and fourth
sponsible for the beer selling aud possi- tiers, making a total of over 11,000,000
bly not for its location. And we call bushels of wheat in the southern four

.

rowing

was

.

.

excellent, though the con-

Twenty-five President*.
dition of the water prevented making
Among the written answers to ques- extraordinarytime.
The success of the Centennials in th^e
two
great races was gratifying to
ers’ certificatesat the Macomb county
examination was one in which it was Detroiters who take an interest in such
stated that there had been twenty-five matters. In fact he must be coldPresidents of the United States. An- blooded indeed who does not rejoice just
other said the word “man” was a the least little fragment, that the home
club have won, aud won on their merits.
“ Maskaline noun. ” In reply to the
question of what were the three grand —Detroit Post.
tions giveu out to applicants for teach-

divisionsof the Federal Government,
one aspirant wrote : “The monarchial,
aristocratical,and democratic.”

Health In IMchlfran.
Reports to the State Board of Health,

Lansing, by sixty observers of diseases in different parts of the State,
Mose I.amore and Thomas Goodreau
show causes of sickness during the week

1

A Bear Convention.

attended

an

exciting

and

interesting

convention in the woods one day last
week, the delegates to which consisted
of a she bear and several cubs. Mrs.
Bear signified her intention of running
that caucus according to the dictates of
her own conscience,and, as Mose and

Tom had no weapons with which

ending Aug.

1882, as follows:

12,

S

m

umber and Per
Cent of Obnerv-

en by

Whim

Reported.

Xumber. Per

Cent.

to

dispute her authority, they concluded
to submit to “ boss rule ” for a while
longei and betook themselves to a tree
until her bearship adjourned.

A Word to the Farmer*.
many samples of new wheat
are being sent in by farmers and shippers to memliers of the Board of Trade
to show the damage done by the wet
weather. The experienced board of
traders unanimouslyadvise farmers not
to thresh their wheat in its wet state, but
to first dry it out in the straw to the
A good

greatest extent possible. A large proportion of the^rop that would inevitably
be lost by threshing while wet would
thus be saved in pretty fair condition.
Grain threshed while wet can only be
dried by the use of kilns. — Detroit News.

Intermittentfever ............
2 Diarrhea...............
1

3

Conaumption,of

lungH .......

Neuralgia........... ......
5 Rbeumatliun ................
6 Ctio.'eni morbiiH...........
Bronchitis................
H Kemittent fever .............
9 Dysentery ................
10 Cholera infantum ............
11 ronsilitiH ....................
12 Erynipelaa
...............
13 Influenza .................
14 Whooping-cough ..........
16 Diphtheria. ..................
16 Typho-malarial fever .........
16 Pneumonia ..................
17 Inflammation of bowels ......
1> Scarlet fever .................
IS* Meaalea ......................
21
’erebro-spinalmeningitis
21 Puerperal fever ..............
22 Inflammation of brain ........
23 SmaKpox ...................
24 Membranouii croup ..........
25 Typhoid fever (enteric) ......
4

....

i

.

.

.

49
43
41

39
39
33

82
72
68
6.5

15
13
12

6)
55
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47
40
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32
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20
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31
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18.87 32,123,151

Alcona .....
290 28.50
6,270 Aug. 2 to 5.
Allegan....
56,03: 17.85 1,000,260
July 10 to 2a
Alpena ....
2*7 22.50
6,457 Aug. L
Antrim .......
2,851 17.17
45,517Aug. 1.
Baruga...
A
Barry ........
54,851 19.40 1,064,167 July 12 to 20.
Bay... .......
6,0332L71
130,97jSJuly 20 to 2K
Benzia ........
1,211 1U7
19,584July 25 to 31.
Berrien ......
50,82216.24
774,527July 7 to 17.
Branch ....... 46,21915.86
733,033July 10 to 17.
Calhoun ...... 81,949 19.93 1,633,243 July 11 to 22.
Cairn ..........
59.819|16.06 900,874 July 9 to 14.
Charlevoix...
1,461 18.13
26,478 Aug. 1 to 5.
Cheboygan
.
268 17.00
4,566
“ Aug. 10.
Chippewa ....
30.00
Aug. 1.
Clate .........
758 14.83
11,211 July 20 to 25.
Clinton ...... 64,10329.59 1,319,880
July 10 to 24.
Crawford ....
173 23.33
4,0.16July 26 to A. 2.
Delta .........
18
Eaton ........
51,051 2 .35 1,089,938 July 16 to 20.
Emmet .......
1,813 15.29
27,786 July 31 to A. 7.
Geneaee ......
52,25320.19 1,037,208 July 15 to 20.
I Gladwin ......
331 22.50
7, 47 July 23 to 25.
G’d Traverse.
4,09915.00
61,485 July 24 to 25.
Gratiot .......
25,277 16.12
407,46.5July 15 to 25.
Hillmiale......
62,68017.15
9J3, 462 July 11 to 24.
Houghton ____
Huron .......
19,857 21.47
426,329 July 20 to 2a
Ingham ......
44,69920.47 9H,988 July 15 to 2a
Ionia .........
66,41219.95 1,324,9 9, July 14 to 24.
Iosco .........
190 20.00
3,800 July 28 to A. L
Inalieliu......
13,553 18.00
243,4 141 July 20 to 27.
Jackson ......
72,118*1.37 1,541,161'July
10 to 17
Kalamazoo. ..
72,04818.751 1,350,900'July 10 to la
Kalkaska .....
1,260 17.33
21,835 July 20 to A. 6,
Kent .........
62,255 15.77
981,761July 15 to 24.
Lake ......... 1,256 12.
15,060July 24 to 2a
Lapeer .......
46,757 19.63
917,839July 10 to 25.
‘7
Leclanaw .....
4,54516.83
76,492 J. 20 to A. L
Lenawee .....
56,51919.50 1,107,303 July 7 to 20.
Livingston ... 49,2272a91 1,029,336July 15 to 20.
Mackinac ____
a'l
Macomb ...... 32,61319.76
645,618 July 14 w> 20.
Manistee .....
1,730
27,680 J. 25 to A. L
Manitou ......
41
Marquette....
2
Mason ......
2,327 17.67
41,116July 19 to 25.
Mecosta ......
7,819 17.92
146,116July 20 to 2a
Menominee...
60 20.
1,000
Midland ......
2, 2-21 20.80
46,196 July 20 to 31
Mintnukee. .
735 15.
11,025J. 31 to A. 5.
Monroe ......
35,64217.42
630,883July 17 to 24.
Montcalm.... 22,184 15.63 346,735
Montmoren’y.
14
Muskegon... .
6,096 15.09
91,988 July 17 to 25.
Newaygo ..... 10,196lfl.63i
169,5591 July 17 to 24.
Oakland .....
69,577 ia96 1,219,179 July 13 to 26.
Oceana .......
8,584 15.60
133,052July 17 to 20.
Ogemaw .....
18.33
8,743 July 15 to 28.
.

.

.

Beside those tabulated above, the following-nameddiseases were reported

II In Head Cut In Two.
each by one observer : Diabetes, pieurisy,
On Sunday morning the down train on chorea and mumps.
the Mackinaw division, when near West
For the week ending Aug. 12. 1882,
Branch, ran over and cut m two the the reports indicate that bronchitis conhead of a man whose name we could not siderablyincreased ; that consumption,
learn. He worked in a camp, and the neuralgia, tonsilitis, dysenteryand internight before had been at a dance, got mittent fever increased in area of preyintoxicated, and, on his way back, fol- alence. There was no marked decrease
lowed the track and finally laid down in any disease reported. Yet, compared
with his head on the rail. It was im- with reports in preceding years, the sickpossible to stop the train after the en- ness from intermittentfever, diarrhea,
fever, seems to
gineer, George Horning, saw him, and dysentery and typhoid
. .
the train passed over his head, cutting . mn^h less now than is usual at this

- .

right through his mouth. Some of the *ime °* year*
At the State Capitol, during the
officers of the road went from Bay City
to the scene' of the accident, and an in- week ending Aug. ' 12, the prevailing
quest was held, after which the body winds were west and southwest; and,

\ was buried.—
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State,

.

Order of Oreatenl Koch OiseaneWat

Area (^Prevalence.

State and
0 OUHTUtt.

?!

.

Ontonagon...
Osceola

......

Oscoda .......
Qtaego .......
Ottawa ......

PresqueIsle.
Roscommon..
Saginaw .....
Sanilac .......

*.
4,879 14.94
73 ia
203 15.
29,283 16.93
921
6
22,01918 95
26,096 17.05

72,757
1,314

J. 15 to A. 2.
3,045Aug. L
495,761 July 10 to A. 1.

417,260July 18 to 27.
445,670July 17 to 30.

Schoolcraft..
Shiawassee...

42,95521.53 924,821July 15 to 24.
29,77617.52 521,675July 20 to 29.
St. Joseph....
68,893 14.35
988,614July 8 to 19.
Tuscola .....
30,72420.31
624,004July 18 to 25.
Van Bnren... 42,396 5.24 644,419July 10 to 19.
Washtenaw... 73,731 2a 63 1,742,263July 10 to 25.
Wayne ......
21,922 19.17
420,214July 14 to 20.
Wexford .....
1,901 14.00 28.324 Ju!y28to A.5.
St. Clair ......

compared with the preceding week, the
The report also shows the condition
average temperature was considerably
Saginaw Burglar*.
lower, the average absolute and rela- Aug. 1, compared with Aug. 1, 1881, of
Tuesday morning, before daylight, in tive humidity less, and the average day corn, meadows and pastures ; the estimated average yield per acre of oats and
Saginaw City, Angus Baker, employed at ozone more.
Including reports by regular , ob- barley, the condition of clover sowed
the house of Mrs. James Hay, was
servers and by others, diphtheria was this year compared with vitality and
awakened by burglars, and got his
reported present during the week end- growth of average years, and the probarevolver and went softly down stairs,
ing Aug. 12, and since, at 17 places, ble yield of apples and peaches. With
and opened the back door. He saw a
scarlet fever at 11 places, measles at a few minor exceptions the condition of
man crawling on his hands and knees
6 places and small-pox at 14 places, as corn is poorer than it was a year ago,
around the corner of the house, and
follows: In Walker township,Kent coun- the general average of condition being
fired at him. The man cried out and
ty, Aug. 7; in Ionia township,Ionia coun- 83 per cent, of what it then was. The
ran
and a return shot was fired at
ty, near Carson City, in Westwood, estimated average yield per bushel of
Baker by some one behind the woodpile,
Kalkaska county, and Custer, Antrim oats is 34, and of barley 26. Clover and
hitting him in the left arm, the ball
county, Aug. 10; at Detroit, Flint (two timothy in meadow and pasture show an
passing through his arm between the
new cases), Marquette (one case), Aug. improvement, thejrespective percentages
wrist and elbow. As he re-entered the
12; at Grand Rapids (four cases), and being 105 and 108. Clover seed this
house a second shot was fired at him.
Portland (one new case), Aug. 14; in year is also superior in vitality and
The tracks of three men were found in
Montrose township, Genesee county, growth to that of average years, the perthe yard in the morning. The residence
Aug 15; Danby township, Orange and centage being 111. Apples give promise
of Mrs. A. Byrne was also visited, and
Sebewa, Ionia county, Aug. 15.
of only 62 per cent, of an average crop,
Mr. Byrne fired a shot at the rascals,
The Sanitaiw Inspector reports, for and peaches only 64 per cent compared
driving them wey.— Detroit Free Press.
the week ending Aug. 12, one case of with an average crop.
whooping-coughamong immigrants arCrushed to Death.
Huron.
Survivors of the Alamo.
f Eugene Martin was in the employ of riving at PortHenry
B. Baker, Sec’y.
It is an historical fact that the Alamo
the Monroe Planing Mill Company, and
had no messenger of defeat, as all its deattended to one of the engines. Having
Michigan Crop Reports.
fenders were mercilessly put to the
a few moments of leisure time Friday
The Michigan crop report for August sword, or to the gun, which is the same
morning, he stepped into the yard ad
thing, but there are three persons still
1, 1882, has been issued by the Secrejoining the mill, where the side-track is
living who were in the fortress when it
on which cars loaded with lumber are tary of State.
wan captured. There is a Mexican lad v
switched,and attempted to couple two
For this report returns have been in San Antonio named Perez, and h^r
oars that were there. The lumber was received from 920 correspondents, son, Alejos Perez, who were in the Ala
piled on the cars evenly, on which he
representing696 townships. Five mo. Alejos Perez, who was a Deputy
had not calculated, and of which fact he
City Marshal of San Antonio a few years
had been warned by parties who heard hundred and seventy- three of these ago, was an infant at the time. We
him express his intentionof trying to returns are from 403 townships in the came very near getting iu something
couple the cars. The result was that southern four tiers of counties.
about infantry, up in arms, etc. It was
both cars bumped together, pinning
On the first day of August the wheat to Mrs. Perez that Bowie, Travis, CrockMartin and smashing his head and chest crop of Michigan promised an aggregate ett, and other leading heroes, intrusted
into an almost shapeless mass. He was yield of eighteen and two-thirds bushels their watches, jewelry, etc., on the even
extricated from his perilous position, but per acre of the acreage reported by ihe ing before the finab assault. After the
before Drs. Rock and Thompson could Supervisors in May. This, it is esti- slaughterwas over, the Mexican soldiers
arrive life was extinct. — Muskegon mated, would have been the product broke open her trank where the art cles
City Press.

cX“u“e

pilocarpine.

Victor Hugo’s
As a host he is, as

reckon III who leave me out;
When me they fly I am the wlnga;
am the doubter and the doubt,
And I tho hymn the Brahmin ainga.

Home

Life.

we have observed,

lliov

always delightful ; nis reminiacenoes extend from the beginning of the oentury,
his manners are polished, and to the
courtly dignity of a French peer he
unites the affability of a kind and genial
companion.His advancing age seems
to bring him no depression ; he speaks
calmly of the short time that remains
to him, and talks of the wide projects
which his brain has yet to conceive. In
this respect he is nnlike Lamartine ; he
makes no attempt to ignore his age, and
makes no apology for wearing spect-

The afro tig goda pine for my abode;
And plue in vain the aacred eeven ;
But thou, mock lover of the good,
Find me, aud turn thy back on heaven.

The Regatta Committee were not

st

*1*1 •layer

Far or fnrffol to me la near;
Shadow and aun’lght are the •ame;
The vatdithed god* to me appear ;
And one to me am ahame and fare.

4nd one-

Prospecting ut Escanaba.
The work of exploring the old Mag- their attention to it now, not by way of tiers of counties, is unsecured, all of
netic mining property has been aban- censure, but in the hope that when the which is badly damaged, and much of
doned, the diamond drill having been next regatta is had in Detroit, the com- which is entirely worthless.
removed to the Menominee range. The mittees may be beforehand in arrangeLast year the total acreage in wheat
Kimberly Iron Company has spent much ments which will prevent its recurrence. was 1,674,350, and the yield 20,144,378
In other respects lioth the National bushels, the average yield being 12.03
money in the endeavor to find ore at
and
Northwestern Regattas were a very bushels per acre. This year, as shown
this point in paying quantities, with but
decided success.
little success. The management is yet
below, there has been an increase of
The
attracted were large and about 47,000 in the acreage, and of 12,confidentthat such a deposit exists
.. crowds
.
, .
some place on the property,and will enthusiastic, and the boating went ofl 000,000 bushels in the yield, the average
probably continue the search at some according to programme with unusual yield, per acre increasing from 12.03 to
day not far distant. — Ewanaba Iron promptness. The umpires’ decisions 18.67. The following are the figures:
were prompt and satisfactory, and the
Port.

y

tv

thinka h* «>lav«.
Or If thfl H ain think* he ia h ain,
Titov know tnt well the aubtl-w tva
I keep, ami paM aud turn again,
If

tlmX^Tn

to an increase of the normal pigment,
ami not to a dye. The eyes also became
darker. The hair of an infant, treated
for croup, showed a distinct change to a
darker color after ten days’ use of

To most readers this remains a riddle.
«
^ereh)re» to (rive the solution
offered by one of Mr. Emerson’s admirers, Mr. Alfred H. Guernsey. He savs
it is, in fact, ‘ ‘ an exposition of one of
the profonndestof all human faiths -the
pure Buddhist theosophy, freed from acles.
Victor Hugo has never given up hit
later increments of transmigrationand
tue like. Brahma, the Adorable and habit of early risinff ; he nearly always
incomprehensible,represents himself as quits his bed at 5 o'clock,remaining in
the All in All ; as at once cause and efhis bedroom, which has become his
fect*-the subject and the object of every
action— at the same time the doer and
the thing done. The strong gods, who
appear to have come into being and who and he uses neither bolster nor pillow.
are themselves only illuaionary appari- Among these minor details, we may
tions of Brahma, are by a bold stretch mention that he has never accnstomed
of imagination representedas pining to kimaelfj to the use of an overcoat,and
never carried an nmbrella ; the abattain the knowledge of him ; the sacred
seven, by whom we understand the seven sence of these precautionshas resulted
wise men of antiquity, as representatives in more than one severe cold, and it ia
of all intellectual wisdom, also pine in only within the last few years that he
vain for the knowledge which is reserved has yielded to the advice of an eminent
only for the meek lover* of the good
physicianaqd abandoned the cold bath
and this knowledgeis the Nirrana— the which it was his habit to take every
complete and beatific absorption of all morning. He has never been a smoker.
He writes until midday, and often unindividual being and consciousness into
the Infinite Being ; and this involves the til 2 o’clock. Then, after a light lunchrenunciation of all that can be conceived eon, he goes to the Senate, Jwhere during
intervals of debate he dispatches his corof under the name of heaven.”
respondence.He finds his recreation
An American Directory.
generally by taking a walk, although not
Compared with the “historically and infrequentlyhe will mount to the top of
biographically enlarged Milwaukee Ad- an omnibus just for the sake of finding
dress Book,” even the London Directory, himself in the society of the people with
which we have hitherto regarded as‘a whom he has shown his boundless symmarvel of exhaustiveand comprehensive pathy. At 8 o’clock he dines, making it
compilation, is a mere skimping, skele- his
_______
_______
___
__
habit to
invite ___
not only
his nearest
toniau catalogueof names, pitiably for- friends, but such as he thinks stand in
lorn of all
"" those minute personal details,
3 ‘
need of encouragement, to join him and
which alone can impart lively human in- his grandchildrenat their social meal.
terest to a work of reference. “Mil?
At table Victor Hugo relaxes entirely
waukee’s Directory” is a mighty folio! from his seriousness.The powerful oracontainingabove 4,000 elaborate biogra- tor, the earnest pleader, becomes the
phies of that city’s living inhabitants. charming and attractive host, full of anere is a specimen of‘ the information it ecdote, oensuring. whatever is vile, but
aflords to its subscribersat $12 a head : ever ready to __________
____ what
_____
make merry over
ia
“Mr. F. B
, No. so-and-so, in suchgrotesque. Punctually at 10 he adjourns
and-such a street,importer of wines and to the salon, where, in the midst of a disliquors. Specialty,old vintages and tinguished circle, he joins in the free flow
brands for medicinalpurposes.Born in of conversation. Always affable,he has
Rhenish Germany. Emigrated in 1870, not merely a cordial welcome for the reand settled down in Milwaukee, where nowned, but a word of kind animation
he then founded the business he now for the hnmblest recruit in the literary
carries on. His brother, Mr. G. B
army. No one can leave his company
is a Knight of the German Order of the
without feeling reassuredand delighted.
Crown. His father was Presidentof the
On these otcoHious he makes a fine
Tribunal of Commerce in
, and picture. Hale and vigorous in his apmember of the Prussian Privy Council pearance, precise and elegant in his atHis grandfather was Prefect of the tire, with unbowed head, and with thick
Alsace Departmentand Presidentof the white hair croyaiug his uufurrowed
French Consistory. His great-uncle was brow, he commands involuntary admiraMinister of the Interior under King tion. Round his face is a close white
Charles X. of France. Baron Roths- beard, which he has worn since the latchild and the celebrated banker, Bisch- ter period of his sojourn in Guernsey as
offsheim, as well as the Duke of Gra- a safeguard against sore throat, but he
mont, are his second cousins.” That
shows no token of infirmity. His counperson of such illustriousdescent and so tcuance may be said to have in it somenobly connected should be a dram-seller thing both of the lion and of the eagle,
in Milwaukee may appear surprising to yet his voice is grave, and his manner
his exalted European kindred. In Amer- singularlygentle. The writer of this
ica, doutless, it is regarded as a shining record recollects how, on one occasion,
illustrationof the irresistibleattraction the great master denounced to him the
exercised upon the Old World aristoc- realistic character of many modem roracy by democratic institutions.Prob- mances, regarding them as unwholeably such biographical sketchesas the some and degraded, aud how, on anabove are found to pay theii heroes and other occasion, he spoke with vehemence
the Milwaukee Directory equally well, against the inconsistencyof the repubfrom an advertising point of view— Lon- lic in admitting various creatures of the
don Telegraph.
empire to several public offices ; but
neither his literary convictionsnor his
. .....
..... .....ever 4
^ dispolitical
partialities
really
Few great men pay much attention to ! turbedthecalmuessof his lineof thought,
their penmanship. They seem to eon- — “ Vidor Ilvgo aj\d His Time.**
aider it something too trivial for their
notice, forgetting that whatever is worth
Carlyle and the Snorer.
doing at all is worth doing well
How I took tea, etc., and went to bed
Oberlin, the famous French pastor of
ia quite abolishedfrom recollection ; too
the Alps, put the matter in its true light
well can I recollect snoring of my onewhen he made it a point of Christian eyed provision friend — whose eating at
duty to write in a clear, round band, be- tea, whole
niivic luiuncuo
chickens and
uuu plates
umicD ui
of imm
ham

8

;

*u

1

_

’

Hi

#

-

-

,

-

a

Pemnanship.

-

C

leas n*8
i

1

. ^. !.•

o God

Wntin®'

'

Fox.

w#a*

when^un^

1

.

vanishingbefore him,

_

I do

now recollect!

|

secretary in one of the English depart“* ton, but could see no token of that or of
ments, took great pains with his hand- anything bnt a dim, flat coast with some
writing, that he might excel his predekind of Inminous gleam all along where
cessors. He said to a friend, “ It is a sea met land; wherenponI had to smoke
duty to do everythingat one’ t best, even a pipe and descend to my lair again.
in little things.”
Cyclops snoring still more effectively
Mr. Webster once sent a sharp reproof now— seldom or never heard* such snorto Mr. Choate, who was noted for the
ing, which was not a stream, diastole
most illegiblehand. He had received a and systole, bnt a whirlpool rather, or
letter from Mr. Choate, giving his ad- system of whirlpools, bottomless maelvice on an important matter in a great stroms and sandy
iay it
systis conjoined (ah
crisis. He opened it eagerly and ran his me !) for the man was nearly suffocated

eye down the pages. He could make by closed curtains and by vanished
oaf scarcely a word. He sent a message plates of ham. I have a dim but certain
by a mutual friend—
recollectionof jumping oat of my bed,
“ Tell Mr. Choate to write better. His
hand- writing is barbarous.I could not

or drawer at least, indignantlydashing
his curtains open, with some passionate
read a single word. There is the letter. demand to “cease that beastly gargling
Just look at it Tell Mr. Choate to go and gluddering,in the name of all the
to a writing-school,
lessons.”

No

and

take a quarter’s

better advice could have been
is written is intended to
be read, and the letter and the writer
are both failures,if the words cannot be
deciphered.
Bayard Tavlor, whose “ copy ” was
the delight of compositors, made it a rule
always to write each letter perfectly legible, and tbe result was a manuscript
that could be read as easily as print.

given. What

!” Whereby at least my heavy
provisional friend did awake ; and I feU
asleep and heard no more of him for that
Bight. Poor fellow; not a bad creatine,
after all; there seemed a kind of healthy
Hanter in him, a merry vivid eye ; probably an excellent dealer in bacon, praisedevil*

worthy as a British citizen of 1849; but
he did eat excessively,and hissnoring
was -to me at onoe hateful and terriblepoor fellow, after all \— Carlyle's Irish
Journey.

hod the entire crop been secured on that were, and appropriated them. Mrs.
day.
Hannig, now living in Austin, the wife
Tbe Detroit Hegattaa.
On July 31 there began a rain which, of Lieut Dickenson, who was killed in
The boating men have come and gone, for extent, duration, steadiness and the Alamo, was with him at the time,
What a Little PUocarplne Did.
Wert a man tells a story he thinks is
Vanquishers are jubilant the van- accompanying high temperature, has these three persons are the only ones
Dr. D. W. Prentiss,of Washington, funny and the crowd does not eatoh on.
v just how
now they nun
quished know
failed of proltably never before been known in living who were in the Thermopylte of D. C., has described a remarkable
his face falls, naturally. It is affected
being in the place of the winners, and Michigan during the wheat harvest Texas when it fell. — Texas Siftings.
change in the color of the hair which by the fall of gravity.
Chronicle.
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An American woman expresses her pain
Germany women carrying on

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

H.

their hacks great baskets of earth, which

ROGERS, Editor.

men

Saiukday, August

1882.

26.

/

at seeing in

filled with their

and

shovels;

at a

Holland woman’s pulling, by means of n

a cunal boat in
smoking. She had alseen women and dogs harnessed to-

strap across her breast,

[omUIAL.l

which two men

Common Connoil

fo

Holland, Mich., August 24, 1882.
The Common Council met in spsclal session,
and was called to order by the Mayor.
Merahertpresent: Maior Beach, Aldermen Ter
Vree, Hfirrlngtou,Williams, Kramer, kuite, Reidsenta, and the Clerk.
The reading of the minutes were dispensed with,
and the regular order of business suspended.
Tile following bills were presented for payment:
H. 8. Woodruff, labor on sidewalks ......... *4 80
The Clerk reported that, accordingto previous
Instructions of the Common Council,he had
issuid warrants on the City Treasurer as follows,

man

gether dragging a cart in which sat a

laying his whip impartiallyover both

woman and dog.

‘

etc., etc.

Being a woman,” she

THE WONDER OF HEALING!

every hour in Germany, ‘‘Thank God I was born in Amer-

Pile*, ISlia*, Bleodlagarllehthe greatwt knowu remedy. J
R*r Burns, Scalds, Wsaads, Braises
and Sprains, itlu unequalled-stopping
psla

ica.”

one of the privileges of
women are not forced
the women do whom she de

It certainly is

birthright here, that

far as

in all probability,so

Cures Scrofnls, Erysipelas,

manner. •

Pimples and Face

Grubs,
Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum,
Scald Head, Sores, Mercurial
Diseases, Female Weakness
and Irregularities, Dizziness,
Loss of Appetite, Juandice,
Affections ot the Liver, Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and General Debility,

For

Ulcers, Old Seres, er Open
Wesnds, its actionupon those la mou. remarkable.

life; that

Of thft Board of Education of the Public she has some ache, some ail, some weakSchools of the City of Holland,of the ness, brought on by bad habits <*f living,
Eeoeipts and Expendituresfor the School imprudent diet or fashionableclothing;
year ending the dth day of September, that her hips are loaded down with several

A

/

* For Kaflnmed nad Sara Eyes.— Its effect
upon these delicate organa la aiwply marvellous.
It is the Ladies’ Friend.— All female
ccmpliiinte
yioM toils wondrous power.

health creates happiness,

whole year of healthful hearty

la

It

and hesung in s marvellous

and happinessis
almost impossible without health, the
—Approved.
hardy peasant women of Germany and
The followingliquor bond was presented: Edward
P Monteith. as principal,and BcrnardusWynhoff, Holland might not have much occasionto
and Willem Ten Hagen, and Jacob Kuite, as sureenvy their pitying American sister. The
ties.—Approved.
Council adjourned.
chances are that the American woman lias
GEO. H. SIPP, Cib/ Clerk.
scMicely known since she came of age a

ANNUAL STATEMENT

Bitters

F*r

iag,

to toil, as

L00D

g

WVALUABLK TOB
BURNS, SUNBURNS, DIARRHEA, CHATINGS, STINGS 07 INSECTS,PILES,
SORB EYES, SORE FEET,

says, she exclaimed

scribes. Yet
Peninsular Gas Light Co., 5 barrelsoil ...... $2fl 20
W. W. Noble, lighting street lamps .........7 00
K. Van der Veen, rent council rooms ........ 25 CO

sat

Teethnche, Fneeoehe, BItee ef Insects, Sere Feet, are certainlycured by

FOXTD’S ESTTCIACT.
HOSPITALS!

IN

CmM^-POWS
other

it

genuine.

EXTRACT.
It

it

**

Al^in^tonha^fOSI/a
fry

she can scarcelybreathe; and that

tight

RECEIPTS.

PkRFUMK >OU

—

Bal. in the Treasury, SenLS, 1881.$ 480 83
the heels of her shoes are in the middle of
Taxes for teachers, Feb. 1, '82. 2,525 00
her instep, and bound to produced,serious
Janitor sal.
350 00
Sec’y **
50 00
physical complications.
peasant
taking cen.
15 00
woman's lot Is, hard a one, but it is out of
Insurance,
110 00
in. expenses
227 00
doors ;her food is coarse, but shehashealth250 00
Inf. on bonds
.1,080 00
ful appetite; and if she is killed by toil
H.Banm
** • 416 00
tosevere'it is quite as likely that her
imp’ts <fc rep.
. 8<i0
•
8t.prim.mor.ey Mav 11. 1,227 60
American sister will die, or live a proTuition of non-resldeut pupils... 8 90
$6,985 Hi tracted invalidism, in consequence of

“
“
» .
“
“
“ .
•»
“
“ .
“
“
“ •
“
.
“ fuel “ “ .
“
“
“
“
loan“
“

“ “
“
t. u
“
“
** “

Toilet Soap (3
Ointment

For Insurance to K. Schaddelee....$22
50
M. D. Howard ..... 22 50
“
K. Schaddeleo....12 00
H. D. Post ........ 30 00
•* ........ 45 00
K. Schaddclee....45 00
M. D. Howard ..... 45 00

•»

Plaster

The new and

............. 25

Henry

Cakes) 50 Nasal Syringe- ...... 25

........... 50 MedicatedPaper .... 25
Family Syringe, $1.03.

JUST

fast

G.

steam yacht

Holland, June

POND’S EXTRACT CO.y

. -»*•»
14 West 14th St, New York.
James Jordan, the colored man who Sold by H. WALSH, Holland Mich.
was cut with a bread-knife on the steamer
City of Millwaukeelast week Friday Special Assessor's Notice,
Cmr or Holland,

9.

1882.

#

-

times:

man who

“

^

success.

28-8w

Now

...

Fairbanks, stationary...... 3 00

work from 1555 to 1870. Paintings fey
Rubens and Vandyck, engravingsby Vos

E.J.Ha-rlngtonJr.,teamlng...6 5o
O. J. Doesbnrg,printing..... 9 85
P. A E. Winter, blacksmlthlng2 80
E. J. Harrington, goods ...... 14 90
Otto Breyman. rep. clocks ... 2 00
H. D. Post, school books ..... 46 49

terman and

in.

rich

GENTS’

the chanc.e

among the

and cases are
shown

in

objects here

rooms hung with gilded leather

A

and

desks of

cians,” C.

.....
“ “

Museum

F.

of

endowed with

G.

a party last

FLIEMIN

J.

Offers his superior made wagons Just as cheap
anybody sells them iu Zeelaud, and claims that
they are a

wealthy

Better wagon in every

way

Electri-

Gall

to

undersigned desires to call the attention 6f

NO
CURE GUARANTEED

Also keeps on hand a

line of

ONE OLAT H

Dr. Brinkerhoff’sassistant,8. B. Jamison. M. D.,
will be at the City Hoiel, Holland, Mich., Ang. 10.
Sept. 7. Oct. 5. Nov. 2 and 80, Dec. 28. 1882; and
Jan. 25, Feb. 22, March 22, April 19, May 17, June
14. 1883, Consultation
„ „
rx
S. B. JAMISON, M. D.

fishes en-

23-ly. free.

AN3D

the modes

First

„

»

Ward Grocery House

COB. EIGHT A FISH STREETS,

INO CURE!

aniExamine. iDff.BWNWEffHOfF’S SYSTEM!

electrical power, with the

most recent investigation as

PILES
PAY
4000C OPERATIONS AND NOT

Holder, of the American

and other

1882.

completed.

TREATMENT PAINLESS

summer

In “Animal

Van Fatten A Sons.

Holland, March 24th,

,

the

Natural History, describes the

torpedo, gymnotus,

FLOUR AND FEED.

the people of Holland and vicinity to the fact that

from the South of England to the Highlands of Scotland.

Fresh Groceries

be has purchased

carved oak. ‘‘Through Great Britain on a

Scotch American and

Line of

Hats and Caps,

The

.

the experience of a

Full

etc.

»

as

and furnished with chairs

Drag”nanates

,

)

FURlSlG GOODS.

DUTCHESS OVERALLS,

Our popular wagon manufacturer

and im-

perishable bindings, and quaint old presses

...

.

TABLE LINEN,

autographs of

his successors,

emperors and kings, books

teaming
.

,

is

for Fanners.

pump

,

CALICOES,

more

.'

H. Toren. repairing flues ..... 8 25
8. Reidsema, chairs ......... 9 50
E. J. Harrington, goods ...... 3 90
Wm. Beniamlnse,printing... 1 75
Wm. H. Demlng, castings.... 2 16
D. Slnlter. brooms ...........175
E. J. Harrington, Jr.,
60
H. Walsh, Ink and sundries.
21 01
J. Van Landegoud,repairs
75
G. Slenk, labor ...............6 00
K. Van der Veen, goods ..... 16 93
U. De Vries, pointers ......... 150
J. Van' Landegeud,repairs.... 4 63
E. J. Harrington, goods ...... 3 90
C. Traas, labor,etc .......... 15 95
G. Slenk, Insp. school house 1 50
G. H. SIpp,
1 50
R.E.Werkraan,
1 50
Norris A Uhl, council fees ... 150 00
E. J. Harrington, goods ...... 4 58
Interest on orders ...........5 85
D. Slnlter, brooms ...........190
J . Harr! ngton, wheel barrow 6 00
D. Wyma, labor, etc .......... 6 00
J. R. Kleyn, goods ............
25 18
E. J. Harrington, goods ....... 11 20
H. Toren, slate for roof ....... 8 83
I. Fairbanks, sundries ...... 11 95
P. H. McBride,outline maps. 28 00
B. Van Raalte, grave) ........ 5 50
J. Smite, siftinggravel ...... 22 00
R. Van den Berg, teaming....17 60'
Money on hand In Treasury ..........

GINGHAMS,

.

government.

I.

DELAINES,

,

Monday

“

SUMMER

DRESS GOODS,
Examination of Teachers.
CASHMERES,

,

«

Sl

NOTIONS,

1&—

The boaid of school examinersof Ottawa county will meet to examine applicants to teach in the
public schoolsof said county at the following
places and
,
$ 222 00
I
Coopersville,Ang. 23. 1882, in the nnlon school.
Clerk’s OfficeAugnst 17, 1882. f
For Janitor to H. Torcn ..................
317 91 during a quarrel concerning some colored
Holland. Aug. 29. 1882, in the union school.
•• Sec'y “ I. Fairbanks .............50 OO
Grand Haven, Oct. 27, 1882, in the court house.
To Mrs. Harm Smlta. John Van Anrool, Jan Van
at
“ taking census to H. Doesburg ....... 15 00 woman on the boat, died last
Applicants for the third grade will he required to
Vorat. Wm. J. Scott. Wm. C. MelTe, Mr*. R. 8cholSt. Mary’s hospital, Millwaukee.John ten, H. Kremers, G. Van Schelvcn,Edward Vau- pass a satisfactory examination in orthography,
PaiH Salaried of Ttachen,—
nell, Mr*. E. E. Myrick,Jacobus Meenwsen. Hans reading, writing, grammar, geography,arithmetic,
Miss Nellie Wakkor .............. $300 00
Jackson, the colored
did the Thompson. Lnmmert Ter Beek, Wm. B. Gilmore, theory, and art of teaching, U. S. history and
Helena Pfanstlchl...........225 00
...
cuting, will be tried for murder in the first Ifaac F. Bangs, Hendrik Nlemeyer. John G. Hals- civil
Mrs. Sarah J. Higgins ............ 275 00
To obtain a second grade certificatea higher
man, Helena H. Pfanstffihl,
Hope College. P. BaarMiss Kmelino A. Dutton .......... 250 00
degree.
man, Bistisan Rteketee. John Haverkate, Dirk average percentagewill bo requiredand the fol•* Elizabeth C. Allen .......... 275 00
Sluvter.Otto Breyman, E. Fellows, City of Hoi- lowing branches will be added: Physiology,
Minnie Le Febre .............250 00
elementary algebra, single entry bookkeeping,
EffaL. Bangs ..............225 00
Lifpincott’sMagazine for September lantl:
You and each of you are hereby notified: and so much of the school law as pretains to the
“ Sarah liedeboer............. 225 00
has the usual variety of matter, chiefly of that a special aasessmentroll for the Improving, duties of teachcts.
Frances H. Westveer ........ 200 00
In addition to those of the third grade the
claying and gravelingof East Twelfth Street
“ Anna Winter .........
200 03
a light and entertainingcharacter,but Assessment District, has been reportedby the following branches will be required to obtain a
Mr. Isaac F. Bangs ................700 00 3 125
first grade certificate: Algebra, bookkeeping,
with a mixture of
solid reading Board of Assessors to the Common Council of the natural philosophy, physiology, historyof English
City of Holland, and filed in this office, and that
For Coupons on Bonds paid Na*
The opening paper, ‘‘An Antwerp Print- the Common Council has fixed upon the sixth day literature, and school law.
1 tionalPark Bank, New York.. ..$480 00
Applicantsfor the first and second grades will
of September, A. D. 1882, at 7:30 p. m., at the
Paid City Treasurer ..............600 00
ing-House,” by Rose G. Kingsley, dnugh Common Council rooms. In said city, as the time bring a certificate from the chairman of the townOn deposit at Nat.Park Bank, N.Y. 30 00
ship
of school Inspectors,showing that they
olthe late Canon Kingsley, gives an ac and place,when and where they will meet with haveboard
taught the required time with ability and
the said Board of Assessors to review said roll.
For loan to Henry Baum ...... ........... 4t6 00
,
,
By order of the Common Council,
*' fuel .............. ..................56 73 count, illustrations, of the Mu see Plantin
All applicants will present testimonials of good
GEO. H. SIPP, City Clerk.
Moretus,iu which are preserved the accuFOR INCIDENTAL AND REPAIRS.
moral chsracter.recommendations from township
school officers prefered.
To H.Wijkhnyzen for clock & rep.$ 8 50
mulations and relics of one of the oldest
Applicants are required to be presentpromptly
J.O. Doesbnrg.for sundries.. 8 80
at 9 a. m. and to remain until all of the examinaand most famous typographicaland pubH. Toren, labor, etc .......... 7 00
tions are
I
I. Fairbanks,sec. desk $12,
lishing establishments in Europe, that in
By order of the Board of School Examiners of
records, $4.60 ...............
18 50
Ottawa county, Michigan.
. H. Meyer, dusters..........
185
which the originalPolyglot Bible was
JAS. F. ZWEMER, Secretary.
K. J. Harrlngton.merchandise 10 10
printed,
and
the
presses
of
which
were
at
Spuing Lake, July 10, 1882.
J. Van l.andegend, rep.
8 18

•'

VAN PUTTEN& SONS.

DRV GOODS.

1

PBKPAjunoKB Skit FREE on application io

H. ME ENOS-

RECEIVED

SPRING

Brower

F.

3D,

at the Store of

head of Black Lake
will leave the dock
every week day. commencingMonday, June 12th,
for Macatawa Park and return at 8 a. m. and at
:20
i. m„ and 4 p. m.. and return to Holland, at 12 m.,
:45 p. m., and 6 p. m. Fare for round trip 25
cents.

road pages 13, 18, 21 and 26 In onr
New Book which accompanieseach bottlo of our
preparation. Sent free on application.
tarooa NbwPamfhlst with Bistort or ors

-

Prm.

Detroit Free

50

Ladies

luxurious and fashionableexistence.—

a

-

AND

Up Salve ........... 25 Inhaler (Glass50c.)- 1 J)0

00

EXPENDITURES.

For Bale by

POND’S EXTRACT ............ 50c., $1.00, $1.75.
Catarrh Cure- ...... 75
Dentifrice ..........

1

Price 81. fiOper bottla. Be sure and ask fot
Dr Marchlsi’sUterine CathoHcon.Take no other.

Toilet Cream- ....... 1.00

The

“
“

Dr. Marchlsl’sUterine CathoHcon wiU cure fall
the womb.I^rrh^ Chronic Inflamma

ing of

LAKE MICHIGAN.

BOUDOiU.

LADlfia’

A POSITIVE CHOI roa FEMALE COMPLWOTS.
Thia remedy will act In harmony with the Female system at all times, and also immediate^
upon the abdominal and utenne mnsd«»i restore them to a healthy and strong condition.

MACATAWA PARK

rtsowa.

pound weight of skirts; her waist laced so

D. 1882.

UTERINE CATHOLICON,

FOSTER,WILBURN A CO,, Prop's, Buffalo, N.Y.

TakeuooUur preparation.

never told in bulk or

MABCmBTS

Discoverer of DB,

A couno of Burdock Blood Bitten will utlify the
wost skepticalthat it it the Greatest Blood Purifier oa
earth. Sold bjr medicine dealers eTery-here.
Directionsin elerea languages.Price, $i.oo.

RECOMMENDED BT PHYSICIANS!
USED

,

and is prepared to tervo the public with ever
thing that pertains to a first-claes

GROCERY

Store

Butter & Eggs always
on hand.

E.

in

which

it is

exercised,and some amusing

illustrationsof

its

effects,

and many other

interestingand valuable articles.

To

OUTSTANDINGINDEBTEDNESS.

all

who

are Buffering from the errors

by a

JOSEPH

New

INMAN,

City.

Advertisements.

Dissolution Notice.

I

.....

.

,

.

We estimate the amount necessity to be raised
by taxation,for the aupport of the Public Schools
of the City of Holland, daring the next year as

COAL! COAL!

follows,to-wlt:
For Insurance ................ ........... $ 11° 00
Janitor...........................
00
Secretary'ssalary and census ........ 65 00
Teachers .............................2.700 00
Intereston Bonds ...................
750 00
Incidental and repairs. ..... r. ........ 500 00
Fuel ........ - ........................ 250 00
Indebtednesson new building........ 576 81
.

. ^

Total

............................ .$5,326 81

ISAAC FAIRBANKS,

Secretary.

•

•

At a meeting of the Board of Educationheld on
the 23rd day of Augnst, 1882, the foregoing report
of the Committee was accepted and adopted.
ISAAC FAIRBANKS, Secretary.

-

The Hon.

-.«

-

•.

E. 8. Lacey waare-nnminated

by acclamation by the Republican Con-

We, the undersigned, having
become the agents for the coal
firm of E. L. Hedstrong, of
Buffalo, N. Y., are now pre-

John De

Boer,

WM.

Third district, which met in Jackson Inst Wednes-

C.

MELIS.

JOHN DE BOER.
25-tf.

/

12-ly.

Woodsmen,

Holland Mich

Probate Order.
OTATE

We will buy ail the Slave and Heading
Bolls you cqn make and deliver the year
round, viz:

OF MICHIGAN, County of Ottawa,ss. Oak Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
At a session of the Probate Court of the
County of Ottawa, holden at the ProbateOffice, White Aeh Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
In the City of Grand Haven In said County, on Elm Slave Bolts, 33 Inches long.
Wednesday the ninth day of Augnst in the vear one Black Ash Stave Bolls, 33 inches long.
thousandeight hundred and elgliiy-two. Present:
Black Ash Heading Bolts 38 inches long.
Bamuel L. Tate, Judge of Probate.
Id the matter of the estate of Jan Kerkhof Basswood Heading Bolts, 38 inches long.
deceased.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
On rending and filing the petition,duly verified,
For making contractsor further inof Roelofje Kerkhof,prayingamong other things
for the appointmentof John M. Kerkhof as ad- formation apply to Fixter’s Slave Factory.
ministrator de bonis non with will annexed of said
ED. VER 8CHURE, Supt.

O

estate for the purposesIn said petition set forth.
or to G.
Thereupon it is ordered, that Monday the

Van

Putten

&

Sons’

store.

_

Fourth day of September,
next at one o’clock,In the afternoon, be assigned
for thl hearing of said petition,and that the heirs
at law of the said deceased, and all other persons
Interestedin said estate, are required to appear
at a session of said Court, then to be holden at the
probate office. In Grand Haven, in said County,
and show canse, If any there be, why the prayer
of the petitionershould not be granted: And It is
further ordered, that said petitionergive notice to
the person Interested in said estate of the pendency of said petition and the hearing thereof by
causing a copy of this order to be published In the

Holland City News a newspaper printed and

GcmIj. Gniie^e/

WEBB'S ECLECTRIC MEBICINE.
It Is a pool live and eflectual remedy for all Nerv-.
onto Diseases in every stage of life-youngor old,
male or female. Such as Impotcncy,Prostration,
loss of Strength, loss of Vitality, Defective Memory, Impaired Brain Power, and diseases from
which an unnaturalwaste of Ufa springs, all o
which cannot fail to undermine the whole system
Every organ is weakened,every power prostrated,
and many forms of disease are generated which,
if not checked, pave the way to a» earlv death. It
rejuvenates age and relnvlgoratesyouth.
Each packagecontains sufficientfor two weeks
treatment. Write for pamphlet, which will be
sent free, with fall particulars.
Sold by all Druggists at
cents a package, or
twelve packages for $5.00, Will be sent free by

M

Young Men and Women

not only rave money but valuable time in the fntnre by attending the
Grand Rapids Business College, where they will
receive a Thorough,Quickening,Practical education. Bend for College Journal.

i

will

Tiffi
A Cure

kcTSrWI^e

Guaranteed.

Bold In Holland by D. R. Meengs.

_

Buffalo,

co..
N.Y.

HI.

city,

BOOITE,
Kid Gloves, Fans, Beads,
Bonnets, Dress and Hair Ornaments, Worsted, Canvas,
Cardboard, Cord and Tassels, gushes,- Collars, Mantelets, Infants Cloaks, Veiling, Silks, Moire Antique and Plain Velvets, Crape, Laces, Flowers,

;

Feathers,

and a

full assortment of the latest styles of Hata and.

Bonnets Ribbons Moire Antique, plain and fancy.-

with the finest hones and carriagesfor funeral

as cheap,
lh,D any party la this

if

not Cheaper

city.

Holland, July 28th,

H.

BOONE.

1882.

25-1 f

52-iy

RRS> SPRING AND SUMMER. 1882.

circulated In said County of Oitawa, for three
successive
previous to said day of hearing.
urcesslve weeks prevlt
A true copy. (Attest.)
27-4w SAMUEL L. TATE, Judge of Probate

purposes, which I will furnish

Drayman.

gressional Convention of the

day afternoon.

WAGON

pared to deliver No. 1 coal
immediately, for the lowest
The oldest established Stable In the city.
possible prices. Orders will
be promptly filled. Apply at On Market Street, near Eighth.
the Hardware store of Wm. C. I have the newest and best HEARSE In this
Melisr or to

F.DENUYL.

Holland, Mich.. April 24,

J.

Eight bonds, $1,009 each, 6 per cent Interest to- and indiscretionsof youth, nervous weakwit: $8,000 held by Ann Arbor Saving Bank, In- ness, early decay, loss of manhood, &c.,
terest payable at the office of the City Treasurer.
I will send a recipe that will cure you,
These bonds are payable, commencingFeb. 1,
free of charge. This great remedy was
1885, $1,030 in each year, until paid.
missionary in South
BIx bonds, $500 each, bearingalx per cent In- discovered
terest to- wit: $8.0)0 held by B. T. Skinner, of America. Send a self- addressed envelope
Battle Creek. Michigan. Intereston first coupons
T.
Station
from April 1880. to Feb.l. 1881. Bonds payable to the REV.
York
28-ly
commencingFeb. 1, 1893, and $1,000 payable In D,
each year, until Feb. 1. 1895.
HepL 2nd, 1880, $2,000 was loaned and bonds
isaned as follows:$1,000, payable Feb. 1, 1896,
and $1,030 payable Feb. 1, 1897, all the interest on
said bonds to be at the rate of 6 per cent per
annum, payable at the National Park Bank In
New York city, this loan In 4 bonds, of $500 each,
with Interestconpons attached.
Daring the school year now closing the Board of rTHK firm of Bchonten & Bchepers (Roelof A.
Educationhave kepi the graded school as nsnal,
Schouten and Henry L. Bchepers) Is hereby
comprising Giammar School, four Intermediate, dissolved by mutual consent. All debts due from
and five primarydepartments.
the firm of Schonten & Schepers to be settled by
The whole nnraberofteacher Inelnding Snpt.. 11 Henry L. BcheDers and Lucas Bchlphorst,sue“ highest nnmber of pupils enrolled Is ...... 665 censors to said firm.
Averageattendahee at tne schools Is .......... 498
Dated, Hollan d, August 22nd, 1882.
Number of scholars between 5 and 20 years,by
ROELOF A. SCHOUTEN,M. D.,
i the last census are.v.. ...... •
.....
HENRY L. SCHEPERS.
The studies taught are Reading, Spelling,
Writing, English Grammar, Arithmetic, and Alge-

bra.

14-tf

A Card.

Total expenditures ........... $6,985 33

•

Don’t forget the place No. 192, Eighth Btrtet, /

WORKS.
FLIEMAN,

52 67

GIVE ME A CALL.

COr-F“-1882.

Farmers and

BATH PLATFORM SPRING

gotiw.

special
,1

ATTENTION

Buggies,

And a nice asaortmentof Cutters lor Farmers
and Tradesmen are on the way coming.

ALSO AGENT FOR

1

....

Open and Top

l.

&

vaTben berge,

s.
HTOKTH STREET-

.

1
'

I

Plenty

JOTTINGS.

•Inquire at

Hon. Wm, 0, Webster, of
Peachrs
Tqe

40 to 00 centf a basket.

FOR SALE.— Two

of blackberries this year.

Mr. Thoa.Sullivan,
town

last Tuesday.

Miss

evening.
Prop, and Mrs.

Monday

A large slock of

C. Doesburg left last

received at Q.
on a trip to Wisconsin.

fall

Mr. David McLaughlin and Win. M.

Van Putten &

W.

Rev J.

General Hardware

Gebhard, niece of Mrs. Dr.

just

We keep on hand

a

full

stock of

other friends in this city.

Beardsley,of Constantine,

and Rev. P. Moredyk, of Grand Rapids,

last Wednesday.

Amy

FAMILY

SPECIFIC

been C. E. Crispell,formerly a resident of this
place, is visiting Mrs. D. Van Pelt and
Sons’ store.

goods has

Look out for new advertisement next week.

Harford, of Muskegon, paid our city a visit

—-‘—dealersIn-

seventy miles out from this harbor.

formerly a resident of this city, was in

Don’t forget the ezcursloo next Tuesday

Schouten’s KKailtersaSo115’

Dr.

Last Wedneaday the schooner Joses
picked up a large "picnic scow” about

North Muskegon,

of

Hope Church Parsonage.

’wsa

Ionia,

in the city last Thursday.

schr. Joses is in port for repairs.

Parlor wood stoves.

Mr. C. Braam, who has

icd

for the past ten

years been employed in the store of

&

P.

DR. SCHOUTEN’S COMPOUND

Pants, Oils,

If)-

White Lead, Brushes, Etc.

OF

RHUBARB, is too well
were rusticating at Macatawa Park this A. Steketee, has been engaged by Mr. B. SYRUP
Wynhoff, and can 'now be seen wailing on known to the public to need any recommenLast Monday Mr. E. M. Williams and week.
dation. It Is enough to say, as is proven
customers in Mr. Wynhoff’s store.
R. Roundey caught 60 black bass id
by numerous testimonials, and hundreds
The taking ot testimony, in the case of
Macatawa Bay. The largest weighed 5J^
besides who have used it, that it is exRev.
Dr.
Hoedemaker,
of
the
Netherthe First Ref. Church before Circuit Court
actly what is claimed for it. If you or
pounds.
Commissioner,A. Visscher,has been ad lands, upon request of the officersof the your children are troubled with diorrhoea,
First Ref. Church (minority) and of the one or two doses will convince you as to
A new building is in course of erection' journed to the 81st lost.
just north of the new mill, and will be
Third Ref. Church, will preach in tbe Third the merits of the preparation. In complaints of children it has no equal. It
used by Mr. L. Baxter, of Olive, as a / Next Tuesday evening Dr. D. M. Gee’s, Church to-morrow alteruoon,for both
being a Tonic for the bowels, cures all
musical class will give a moonlight excongregations.
blacksmith shop.
these miserable complaints, when not of
cursion to Macatawa Park, on the Brower,
too old standing, with a few doses. It
Messrs. T. H. Shirley of Louisville, where the class will give an open air conThe Chicago & West Mich. R’y Comdoes not only check the Diarrhoea, but
Ky., Geo. A. Hayward, and A. L. Preast,
pany
has the iron laid south of Lapofte on after being stopped,It moves the bowels
cert. Tickets, round trip, 25 cents.
of St. Louis, Mo., caught 68 black bass in
its extension. The grading is completed to naturally again.
List of letters remaining in the post- Hanna. The company is also pushing the
Macatawa Bay fast Tt^sday, 80 of them
• ANTI-BILIOUS and EXPECTORANT
office at Holland, Mich., Aug. 24th, 1882: branch track, Muskegon Lake Division, PILLS. These Pills are rapidly taking
weighing over two pounds.
Edward Baker, Mrs. Annie Gillett,David very rapidly, and the road will be com- the place of all others. They are comParties were here last week erecting
posed of the most valuable tonic, alteraGinsburg,Arthur Sawyer.
pleted to its terminus, Port Sherman, this
wires for telephonic connection between
tive and cathartic properties known, and,
fall.
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
acting directly upon the liver, stomach
the city hotel and the, Chicago and West
and bowels, effectually purity the blood.
Mich, R'y Depot, but as "the thing” does
Last Tuesday the firm of Schouten &
Quite a large and enthusiastic reception
Their action is mild, yet always cleansing,
not give satisfaction they will be taken was tendered, by the citizens of Grand Schepers, proprietors of the "First Ward but never griping or painful. If you use
down.
Haven, to Senator Ferry on his arrival Drug Store,” was dissolved by mutual con- them once, you will always prefer them
sent, Dr. Schouten retiring. The busi- above all others.
We understandthat Mr. A. Flietstra, ot home last week Thursday. Rev. A. S.
ness will be conducted under the firm
,lOLD ABE” BITTERS. These BitGrand Haven, is a candidatetor the Re- Kedsie, senior editor of the Herald, deters
are an excellent Tonic and Appetizer,
name of Schepers & Schiphorst. Dr. L.
publican nominationfor the office of livering the address of welcome.
and are very popular with those whd are
sSchiphorst, of this city having purchased
acquaintedwith their virtues.
Register of Deeds. Mr. Flietstrais an old
Last Tuesday morning a barn, situated Dr. Schouten’s interest.
and well known resident of this city, and
AROMATIC SPIRITS. This distilled
two miles south of Jamestown Center,
liquid is a remedy for all kinds of pain, in
has served two years in the Register’soffice
was burned to the ground. The barn / Supervisors J. P. It Hall, Geo. D.
young and old, and is an instant restorative
as Clerk, under ex-Register Bilz.
was full of crops and belonged to Mr. 8. /Weatherwax, W. Diekema, C. J. Pfaff, for disorderedstomachs after a debauch.
Edwin Thayer and C. Van Loo, who were It is taken from the Belgian Pharmacopma,
At the Republican county conventioik Ocobock. The cause of the fire is supappointedat the session of the Board of Ttye formula can be fonnd on the bottles.
of Kent County held last Thursday, Mr. posed to have been spontaneous combua
Supervisors
held last April, as a special
BALSAM LOCATELLI (Spijker SalJas. Van der Sluis, of the Vrijlicid* tion. Insured in the Farmer’s Mutual of
committee
"to
ascertain the valuationof sain.) This Balsam is a wonderful healer,
Kent, Allegan and Ottawa.
Banier, was nominated for the office of
the property of this county as a whole,” and works like a charm in all kinds of
County Treasurer. Mr. John Steketee was,
Mrs. Garfield, mother of the late pres- were in this city last Tuesday and Wednea*] jrouods, cuts, bruises and burns.
one of his opponents for the nominatioiy ident, his eldest son, and a sister Mrs. LuIPECAC TROCHES. The great and
day attending to the duties entrusted to
cretia Garfield, are at present visitingthe them. On Tuesday afternoon the Com- well-known specific remedy— Ipecac— for
Rev. Ph. Hoedemaker, D. D., and son,
croup, coughs and colds, influenza, etc.,
family of Mr. Garfield, of the Township df mittee enjoyed a ride on Macatawa Bay
of tbe Netherlands,is visiting his grandis the main feature of these Troches, and
Jamestown. Mrs. Garfield bore thejourney and were very emphatic in their praises of preparedin such a nice manner that they
parents, Mr. P. F. Pfanstiehl of this city.
from Mentor, O. remarkably, showing the beautiful scenery which abounds are craved for like Candy. Tbe formula
Rev. Hoedemakerwas a class-mate of the
is on the box. See Pfuirmacojma Nurlittlefatigue. Her grandson rode on the
around the Bay. Dep . Co. Treas. Van famtica.— This is a excellent remedy for
Revs. C. Van der Veen and J*. Van der
engine from Allegan to Byron Center, Schelven and Supervisor Sehaddelee hoarseness, and is highly recomended for
Meulen, at Rutger’s College, New Brunswhere the party took a carriage for James- escorted the Committee on their rambles public speakers.
wick, N. J. and is well known to a numtown.
around this city.

and

Doors, Sash and Glass,
Garden Tools, Lawn Mowers,

STOVES,

OIL

REFRIGERATORS

DRAIN

1ILE;

Gas, Steam Fitting and Pumti

Driving promptly done
on short notice.

Prompt attention given to all
work in Tin, CoppePTind
Sheet Iron.
R.

KANTERS

& SONS.

Btetmerfor

CHICAGO.
Tho passenger steamer

DOUGLAS
will leave Holland for Baogatuck,Douglas, and
Chicago, trl-wcokly on

DR SCHOUTEN’S COUGH BALSAM.

ber of our citizens.

This is a valuable combination of expec
The Democratic State Conventionmet
Mr. Thos. A. Parish, of Grand Haven, ^
oranLs and compoundedin such a manner
that old and young pronounce it palatable.
was in the city last Tuesday. Mr. Parish \ln the city of Jackson last Wednesat 8 o’clock p. m.
In severe cases it Is recommended to take
agreement with the National
was here endeavoring to make the prelim- day.
At present the city is overrun with a few of Dr. Schouten’s ExpectorantPills,
For Information in regard to passage and freight
inary arrangementstoward establishing a IGreenbaek Convention, held in Grand
suspicious looking characters, and although at night before retiring.
Inquire at the store of K. J. Harrington, or at the
telephone line between this city and Grand 'Rapids on the someday, the following
City Hotel.
a number of them have lately been sent R. A. SCHOUTEN, M. D., Proprietor.
Haven, by way of Robinson. We have# fusion ticket was put In the field:
off, to many still remain for safety.
PREPARED by
not learned with what success Mr. Parisbf Governor, J. W. Begole, of Flint, green-

GRAND HAVEN

t

ITEMS.

By

met, but hope

it

is sufficientto warrant backer; Lieutenant Gov., Eugene Pringle;

the erection of the wires at

an

Secretary of State, A.

early day.

Com’sr of State Land

Mr. E.

J. Harrington, Jr.„ has taken

a contract for

sand cordi

a few

"gettingout’’

deventer,

thou-

Office,

Shakespear;

John F. Van-

greenbacks; Supt. of Public

Instruction, David Parson, greenbacker:

of stave bolts for Fixter’s Stave

Factory. This week the

J.

Members of

first vessel load

Board

the State

of

The "Gang” in the Lumber Company’s
beach tree mill was badly smashed last
Monday by the breaking of a strap on the
connection. This will throw a number of
men out of employment for the present.

SCHOUTEN & SCHEPERS,

The new Chicago
Railway depot

fin'd West Michigan

completed and

Kremers & Bangs,

is far su-

was delivered. Mr. P. De Feyter is Mr.- urer, Edward Kanters; Auditor General,
Harrington’s able lieutenant, and there i|
James Blair; Attorney General, Timothy perior to the old one. The new one contains a ladies and & gentlemen's waiting
no doubt but what "Pete” will see that Toreney.
the contract is filled, and the factory furnroom, seperuted by a commodious ticket
Religious services for to-morrow:
ished with enough bolts to keep the instioffice, a baggage room and a largo store
Hope Church— Rev. D. Van Pelt, Pastor. room.
tution running all the fall and the coming
is

---

Last Thursday

a

the services will be conducted by Rev. Dr.

team belonging to Mr.

frightened at a lady wheeling

on

a baby

carServices at 9:80 a. m.,

the sidewalk and ran away,

and 2 p.

m.

In

the morning the services will be conducted

throwing Mr. Stegeman and his wife out

gold watch stolen from

H, Pruira

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
Having purenased the

party was arrested, and Sheriff Vaupell

was

by Rev. A. Buursema,

Orange

of

notified

by telegram, and arrived here “good will" of

City,

Iowa.

upon

Third

all right.

Ref.

Church— Rev. D. Broek, Pas-

and 2

p.

m.

be completed this In the afternoon the services will he conweek, the bhilding has been painted a ducted by Rev. Dr. Hoedemaker,of Amlight drab color and looks very nicely. sterdam,Netherlands.
Last Thursday afternoon a car bearing
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Serthe engine and fly wheel arrived and
vices at 9:80 a. m., 2
_ p. m., and 7:80
____
mill will

the

mill-wrightsare expected to commence’
work next week.

It is safe to

m.

(p-

r.

In the evening the services will be

say that in conducted by Rev.

Van der Werp,

of

two months the mill will be in running Noordeloos.

is

T.

E. Annis

&

Co.,

Roller Mill,— a very good

as

Monday.

*

fully

!

we

ZEELAND ITEMS.

have

StandardRoller Mill, will be an example
to the business portion of this

Last Saturday night, burglars effected
entrance to the post-officeand the store

community.
if

the Quarterly Conference held last

H. Keppcl. The money drawer was

Token open, but nothing was obtained.

Saturday at tbe Methodist E. Church of Appearances indicate that they were ready
this city, the following persons were to begin operations on the safe when they
Church proper- were frightenedaway, leaving behind a

year: Ezra E. Annis, Millard few chisels which had been stolen from a
I. Thompson,I. L. Fairbanks, wagon shop.
Geo. 8. Harrington, Wm. Bakker, Chas.
On Tuesday evening last a satchel beJohnson, Elmore E. Annis, M. Bocks.
longing to Mr. Krekel, traveling agent for
For stewards:Mrs. Geo. 8. Harrington,
gindge, Bertsch & Co., of Grand Rapids,
A. 8. Fairbanks, L Thompson,J.M. Coatswas stolen from the waiting room of the
worth, Wm. Bakker; I. Fairbanks, ifcty for one

Harrington,

and Austin Harrington,Diet.

depot

The satchel containedsamples of

shoes and slippers.

Steward. The following^solution was
tained as
passed nnanlmouily.Hmlted, That in

KEMERS & BANGS.
The Republicancounty convention met
at the Court

him and hi^Tamily.

.

-

_

__

__

2.

_

to

No

clue

has

been ob-

who the thieves were.

DRY GOODS
Which wo ntend to
ble

embracing-all the I

keep aa complete as poail
and best made fabrics

teat

the

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN
EXCHANGE.

April 10th. 11-ly

STEKETEE A

C.

II

BOB.

1880.
REDUCTION
Otto Breyitian GREAT
IN PRICES IN THE

various conventions. State— Edwin

Van Loo, Isaac Ferguson,
Waller, W. F. Kelly, Robert A.

Thayer, C.
David

& Glassware.

M-ly

Hollavd. Oct. 12th.

the following delegateswere elected to

-Dealer in-

A. Farr, Geo. VV. McBride,
Wm. H. Parks, E. J. Harrington, C. F.
Wasson, W. Diekema. Congressional—S.
Haire, Geo.

H. D. Weatherwax.

A

JEWELRY STORE

.

|

_

____

8th Street,

now for sale at $8. Tbe entire stock on
hand will be sold at that rate. Plated

utmost endeavors

ware, Spectacles, etc., etc., will be sold st
cost for the next 60 days.

towards the submissionof tbe probibitiop

Jewelry, Watches,

amendihent to'the people.

Some
city last

known’'

burglaries were committed in thik

Friday night. As

far as is

SlTfiMMi fliblVlNr tti PttCJ

i

Oct.

iq

pair of bandenfls

R. A.

that laid on the same chair were left be-

hind, the nocturnal visiton apparently
for

nothing was stolen.

87-ly

ON

BRAYMAN

At the old place of

inted.

i .11

1881.

DON’T FAIL TO CALL

SOOlji

L

T. Kanters.

An entire new stock of

stoop and were found there in tbe morning,

but his watch, pocket-knife and $2.85

15.

*

three dwelling houses were successfully \ I have engaged tbe services of Mr. N.
entered. Marshal Woltman’a clothes that
Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
techanic, who will do the repairing of
were lying on a chair before the bed, where
y atches, so that our work can be warhe and bis wife slept, were taken on tbe

money were gone. A

HOLLAND, MICH.

Clocks which have been sold for $4, are

in-

structingtbe delegates to tbe state convention, to use their

ALBERS,

J.

resolution was

adopted endorsingSenator Ferry, and

having no use

tated the arm just above the elbow.

i

Holland, Mich.,

House, Friday afternoon and

them just at that time.
our midds, Rev. M. !). Terwiliigerhas
Last Wednesday afternoon, Berent Tbe bouse of H. Pruim was also visited
done all that could be done for us, during Poest, a son. of Mr. B. J. Poest, while and a very valuable goldt repeater watch
his pastorate for two year past, intellectual- threshing with a steam threshing machine, with guard and chain, a pocketbook,conly, socially, financially, and spiritually, his right arm was caught in a belt and taining some currency and a lot of valuaand we hope.and pray that If he should be drawn around a pulley and smashed to a ble papers, were taken. The third house
returned tons, or sent elsewhere, the bless- pulp. Dre. Mok and K. B. Best and Wm. entered was on Washington strett, and
ings of God may attend hin\ and abide with Van den Berg, Jr. were called and ampu- with the exception of some cheap Jewelry/

_____

Compounded.

It

no doubt but what the managementof the

cordinff See. t

BOS,

the Standard

name.

citizens of energy and push, and

trustees of their

&

Also a very large and assorted stock of

t

Physicians Prescriptionscare- Crockery, Stone

to take place next

Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. M. L. Tate, H. C. Akeley, D. H. Kedzie, Dr.
has D. Terwiliiger, Pastor. Morning, "At Brown, P. H. McBride, W. Diekema, Herbeen a noticeable fact, in tbe building of Life’s Door.” Evening, "A Convert.”
bert Keppel, John V. B. Goodrich, John
this mill, that the city of Holland has some
Cooney, Albert Babcock, B. F. Norton,

order, and will be

known

which, be was committed to jail for the
examination which

tor; services at 9:30, a. m.

The new

STEKETEE

morning the services will be conducted

at fir$t

feared that her arm was broken, but

chosen as

C.

entire slock and

tbe same evening with the prisoner who

was quite seriously bruised about the

^examinationit was found

At

DRY GOODS STORE

Can now be found, not alone a complete stock
of Groceries,— alwavs of tbe Freshest and Purest,
but also all kinds of Farmers Produce, Provlslous,
Etc., Etc.

will endeavor to merit, by fair treatment
by Rev. Dr. Hoedemaker, of Amsterdam,
wagon. Mr. Stegeman was found
gives bis name as Jerry McCarthy, and
Netherlands.
and honest competition,a share of the
senseless and taken to ,lhe Phoenix
claims to belong to Chicago. Ho was
First Ref. Church, (College Chapel)—
patronage of this public.
Hotel, which was near at hand,
arraigned before Justice Pagelson, who
Services 9:30 a. in. and 2 p. m. In the
and soon recovered. Mrs. Stegeman, howfixed his bail at $2,000, in default of

face and shoulders,and it

AND—^,

—

on the corner of River & Ninth Sta.

The

of the

ever,

—

dealers in-

Drugs, Medicines,

Hoedemaker, of Amsterdam, Netherlands. on last Friday night, was offered for sale
First Ref. Church, (Church Edifice)— in Grand Rapids last Wednesday. Tbe

M. Stegeman, of "Old Groningen,” was

NEW

GROCERY

Morning, Preparatory Sermon; Evening,

winter.

riage

MICH.

n-tr

Education,

Clark B. Hall, greenbacker; Slate Treas

THE

IN

DRUGGISTS,
HOLLAND,

Round Trip, $4.

Fare, $2.50;

the Goods are

represented.

to be just as
I will

warrantep

PAH07 GOODS,

also keep on band a fall line of

j

SPECTACLES

CIGARS

and

TOBACCOS.

—and a—
Complete and well selected stock of
. Photo, and Autograph

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
Conte and examine our

AXjBXJIVXS

stock.

trouble to show Goods.

O.

Holland, Mich.,

Jan.

1,

.. .........
.

BREYMAN.
1881.

.....

48-ly

.........

As cheap as the cheapest.
Holland, Mich., Fob.

9,

1882.

1-ly

advantage m Lewis’ share he
up to me, for I was shrewd
enough to see that he conld not do
without me. He was full of dreams.
response. But I never liked him.
We played truant together, and he He was forever talking abont his unole
and (he grand days, and whether he
got me off the punishment, and the
could not redeem the fortunes of the
school oheered him in the playground
family. I laughed at him, I confess,
for it I thought they made much of it
and advised hun, with the small fortune
—but I must say Lewis himself didn't ;
that remained, to pnt himself in some
and he behaved well in asking me home
good business in the city. He shrugged
to his mother’s great heuse to dine and
his shouldersand would not hear of -it,
spend a Saturday afternoonwith him.
but rent dreaming on ; and I believe
Mrs. Lewis' step-father was there, and
mother encouraged him. He
everything gave way .to him. He
pinohed himself to employ lawyers, who
“Lewis,” I replied. “Tour father’s
worth that,” my maternal
parent observed. “Lewis,” was my

THE FOX Aim THE CROW.

slight

made

knife is not

Perched on a tree, a crow, for a freak.
A Stilton carried tn hit beak.
Up oomee Sir Bernard, aleck and aly,
Resolved Ida flattery to try. *
He felt that, If he did bat please,
He vary eoon could have the cheeee.
And ao he did 1 For, when hie chaff
Had rather gone beyond a laugh,
And when he told the black one that h
Was male equivalentfor Patti,
And asked him Just to try hie voice,
Theerow perceived he had no choice
But to assert himself ; and ao,
To finish matter* at a blow, ,
He dropped the cheese on Reynard's head,
And naturallykilled him dead.
>

MORAL.
Would you make your flattery etick,
Bo not lay it on too thick.
Compliment*, howeverhollow,
May be more than one can swallow.
—London Punch.

pinched

my

ear playfully,and tipped

were to reopen the old horrible lawsuit,
and win back the tens of thousands of
pounds and the old Castle. We were to
walk on the old terrace once more, and
smoke our cigars again in the familiar
vineries. It was sad to see the infatuation which possessed Lewis, like his
Wood, not to say the vanity. He was
not unmindful of me, I must say, in all
his dreams. I was to have my share ef
the glory— when he got it The cause
came again and again before the courts.
I had been called to the bar meantime ;
and Lewis had insisted that I should be
employed, and that my brief should be
handsomely marked. It was business
to me, and any business to a young bar-

me when I went off to school in the
evening— loaded me with fruit and
cakes for the boys of our form, which
Mrs. Lewis packed up with her own
white hands, while her stepfatherstood
by looking at her, and joking very

MY FRIEND LEWIS.

affably for so great a man.
Once when the holidayscame— being
never. We were
boys together. Our good mothers were then an orphan, and mg guardian being
I never liked Lewie—

delighted to see us playing marbles together; but he could always knuckle
down better than 1/ coyld. We, played
at turnpike gate with out hoops, and
somehow he always trundledhis between
the pebbles which constituted,to our
young imaginatiops, the pike, man in
apron, tollbar and all— while I scattered
them and loet the garnet When we first
came together we were both school-boys
on the same form. His lessons were my
lessons day after day ; but then, if there
was an advantage in the progress it was
generally on my side. Somehow he got

I grew rich— I do not deny it : and it
was Lewis’ money that enabled me to
make a figure in the world, which is half
the battle in the professions. But he
wanted me ; I was necessaryto him ;
and therefore it was for himself that he
was open handed with me. I am not
the first orphan who has been adopted,
nor the first school chum who has been
befriendedin after life, nor the first mam
who has owe A his stepping stone to fortune to accident I don’t see why I
should be pesteredabout it, as though
there were something so very extraordinary in the case. * I make my acknowledgments opce for all, and I fail to see
why I should be perpetually uttering
thanks.
It has been said that gratitude is a
lively sense ot favors to come. I am
sure that I expected nothing more from
Lewis. The brougham in which I ride
was his, granted ; my house was part of
his estate, granted. The case in which
I pocketed nearly three thousand pounds
was of his introduction ; have I ever denied it? My wife’s brilliants were a
present made to her by Lewis when we
were married. Does not this happen
every day in the week ? Am I bound to
like a man because he finds pleasurein
my society and profit in my advice? Let
me teU my story in my own way to the
end.
We were at the Castle. My wife and
children had been staying there ftr
months, and I had been in the habit of
running down in the intervalsof my ard-

it

residentin Florence— Lewis persuaded

his mother to invite me for a fortnight
or so to their country house. It was
here 1 saw the Lewises and their mighty
friends in all their glory. The honse, or
Castle, was an ancient one, which her
stepfatherhad given to Mrs. Lewis as a
marriage present, and which he helped
rister is welcome. So I appeared. It
her to beautify,superintendingthe culwas really an effort of friendship on my
tivation of the finite and flowers, the
part ; for the bar was laughing outright
felling of the timber, the plahting out of
the shrubberies, and the repairs and at young Lewis, as a fool who was
adornments of the house himself. They throwing good money after bad. There

was no hope for

him.

luggage vans ; and I kept the train qnite
five minutes getting my boy’s pony
(Lewis’ last present) into a horse-box.
Whei I reached town I heard more
than I care to relate abont the immense
rum in which Lewis had involvedhimself. He had trusted vast sums of

monev

to friends and.relatives.right and
had listened to anv kind of gotnp tale of distress ; he had Wen imposed
npon in fifty directions. A splendid
man of bnsmeis; a powerful, clearleft

; he

headed administrator,he had doubled
the value of the enormous property
which came to him, after so many years
of battling and of poverty, from his
uncle. But, you see, he ruined all by
putting faith in men who were not trustworthy ; and I am told that when he left
the estate' there was not a man there to
carry his carpet-bagto the railway.
I cannot help feeling a kind of warmth
toward the man when my wife comes
like a Qneen into her drawing-room,
covered with the marriage parnre of
diamonds ; but my conscienceis at ease
—is as quiet as a babe asleep— for, as I
am sure I most have remarked twenty
times, even at the height of his prosperity, I never liked Lewis— never !—

London

Society,,

A GIRL OF

GRIT.

Heroic Capture by a yetv York

The Judges titDomestic of a Prowling
tered when I rose ; the public smiled uous professional' duties. Lewis had
when Lewis took his seat among the at- stood godfatherto our oldest boy, and
Marauder.
torneys. When we failed my Temple had settled a sum of money on the enfriendd would come round me r.nd ask
gaging young fellow that insured him a
“Well, has Young Infatuation had good position in life, so that we felt She Secures a Burly Burglar, After
enough of it now?”
bound to humor the godfather’sderire
an Unequal Struggle of
Lewis’ brother died when he was about to have the boy as much with hjm as
Long Duration.
19, and Mrs. Lewis followed soon after. possible. Lewis was very fond of children,
and
they,
I
am
bound
to
add,
were
I thought he would have gone mad. He
was certainlyan affectionate son; but very fond of him.
A New York telegram says: Mr. William
Well, on a certain autumn morning—
who would not have been affectionate
Armstrong is a leather dealer in “The Swamp,’’
with such a mother? Had it not been the first on which a fire had been deemed and he residesat No. 105 Madison avenue.
for his precious lawsuit he would have necessaryin the breakfast-room— Lewis
Ho and his family spent the heated term out of
lation in the world, a big, hot tear from followedMrs. Lewis in a month or two; asked me to give him half an hour in the
town. During their absence the custodianof
her brimmed eyes fell npon my hand, but as the difficultiesincreased, and the library. I had business of my own in
their mansion has been a tried and true servwhich she was holding while she talked chances oecame less, and less ne only hand, but I was always a good-natured
on arriving in the country,would take to me. She said I most let her be a
fellow, I believe, and I followed my old ant named Annie Lanssen. Annie is a young
pew firmer in his resolve— to spend his
the earliestopportunity of paying their mother to me ; and she called np Lewis
school-fellow. He began quietly, as girl, slender and apparently delicate. She
last farthing and the last hour of his life
respects to theLewises. Mr. Lewis him- and told him, in her serious, impetuous
when he put tliebandround his umbrel- never left the honse unless necessity compelled
in the fight. He spared me all I asked
her. On last Thursday evening, stiortly
self was a gloomy, morose, unpopular way, that he was to look upon me as a
la when he had gained his cause.
from him— which was not much; and
after
o’clock, such an emergency
man ; but his wife, when she was young, brother, and be always kind to me.
“ The vicissitudesof my life are not
arose. On her return she saw a man coming
he contrivedthat we should continue to
was one of the loveliest women, as my
Mrs. iiewxs was an indulgent mother ; live together, so that I might carry on ended yeti My dear old school-fellow, up the basement stairs, his arms laden with
father often declared, to my mothers
but she was strict, too, as her step-father my profession. I intended,you may be learn once again that I haven’t a penny Mr. Armstrong’s plate. She sprang through
mortification, upon whom the sun ever
the gate and grabbed the intruder by Uie
directed her to be, and his word to her sure, to refund him to the utmost penny in the world.”
throat. He was, taken at a disadvantage,as
shone. It seems that she was as brillAt this point I begged him to excuse the attack was unexpected,bnt he alternated to
was law in everything.Lewis went to some day ; but who can tell what the
iant in mind and as courageous in spirit
bed at 9, and so did I while I was at the morrow may bring forth? I don’t think me for a moment, and I ran to my wife’i free himself with his left arm, the other still
as she was in person lovely. Mr. and
Castle. We begged half an hour’s grace no expected to be repaid. He never boudoir and told her to have everything holding the stolen silverware.Her
Mrs. Lewis were called, among the local
sometimes ; but she would never yield, said so— and there were times, I know, ready for the midday train. Above all, hold was secure. He dropped his plonj der, and, by using both hands, broke her
tradesmen, the beauty and the beast.
even when she was in the middle of a when I had money and he had none. she was not to forget her diamond* grip ana vaulted over the railing. He and
While he never had a gracious word or
song. She sang divinely, and Lewis Nay, there were two cr three occasions She was the most obedient of consorts, Annie reached the sidewalk simultaneously.
look she was always wreathed in smiles.
loved to hear his mother. Sometimes on which he was locked up. He actually and I will do her the justice to say that He struck the girl in the face, and she threw
She had a kind word and & ready baud
he would keep me awake for a whole carried on his plans in the sponging- she did not forget a thing— even to thf /both arms around his body. It was no lover’s
for the poor. If she disliked her lord
hour after we were in bed, listening to house, and, when he was let ont, walked baby’s socks. I returned to the library, embrace.He tripped her, and both fell heavily
to the pavement. Then the contest began in
she loved her children,and they were
Mrs. Lewis' voice in the drAwing-room. straight away to his lawyers. He would and, taking Lewis by the hand, ex
dead earnest. Kick and straggle as he might,
always with her in the carriage. Two
pressed
my
regret.
He
continued
I was obliged to keep awake, being his meet me with that strange, sad smile on
there was no breaking her hold. Both were
boys that were the etiVy of all other
“Not a penny in the world. I am breathing heavily, and the girl's strength
guest ; but this shows how inconsiderate )us face, and his first question would be:
boys who saw theta ; who wore the lovehe could be.
How was I getting along? Did I want beggared, my dear friend, bj the men > was fast waning, but she uttered not
liest feathers in thtir hats ; trundled
cry. Bhe was determined to capture the rasHe had begged Mrs. Lewis to allow anything? In a few months All troubles whom I have he.ped to affluence. My acal
By a desperate effort he regained his feet,
hoops with padded sticks ; played with
him to give me one of his Shetland would be over, and we should be in clo- own people have turned upon me. My dragging the girl np with him. Owing to her
marbles, 'every one of which was an
ponies on my birthday,and he had sur- ver. For I must do him the justice- own stewards have destroyed me. The failing power, he freed himself from her grasp
agate, and spun tops of satin-wood with
prised me with it, with brand new sad- one leaf of every trefoil he might gather people and places I found poor and bare, and attempted to ran, bnt, still bent on captursilken cords, were the idols of their
dle and bridle — which was very good, I was to be for vour humble servant Yet and that are now thriving, are the cen- ing him, she grabbed him by the coat and tore
it from his back. In the struggle they again
beautiful parent, and were very seldom
ters of the infamy that has strippedme.
am quite free to own ; but he might I never liked him.
fell, and rolled over and over from the railpermitted to range beyond her sight
have remembered that I liked fishing
To tell how, on a sudden, fortune You heard one of my bailiffs this morn- ing to the irarb. Annie's clothes were
There was an uncle in the family— who
mu/*!' better than riding, nnd that I
came npon us would be to make a long ing give me notice. This rascal is rat rent to shreds, bnt she still held on. Finding
had married, I believe, the mother of
should have been more pleased with a story. The tenacity of Lewis’ character number twenty, and carries off a hand- herself on the verge of unconsciousnessand her
Mrs. Lewis after her father’s death, and
hold relaxing, she gave utteranceto a series of
handsome rod and tackle.
carried him through. He looked sickly; some competence with him. But we are screams. Tnese were her only outcries doting
whom Mrs. Lewis loved as well as the
One day Mrs. Lewis' stepfather see- but in the weak, weak casket was the not at the trouble ef masking their in- the unequal contest It had the effect of bringmost devoted daughter can adore the
ing me on the terrace alone called me to mother’s heart He had the art of waitgratitude. There is no creature on two ing to tue scene RoundsmanHanghoy, who
most indulgent of parents. He was her
him, and began to questiontae on the ing. When he was in Cursitor street, legs, nor upon four, half so ungrateful arrested the burglar. Here again Annie
mentor, her guide in all things. His
life that my guardians had projected for
overtures were made to him by as a bad servant whom you have petted displayed her wonderful courage. She
word was her law ; and she was never
went into the house, washed her hands and
me. When I told him that I had not
acceptance of which he would have and can peft no longer. See that fellow face, combed her hair, slipped on another dress
tired of telling her friends about his
heard from them for a year, and that I secured to himself a handsome income for crossing the park wi^h a loaded cart,? i and walked to the station nouse to make a comwisdom and the great position he held
life. But he disdained it, and went He came to me shirtless ; rat number I plaint against the burglar, who said he was
in the world. Gheeips said that the
Joseph Williams, of Albany. When this was
iiw^ar^
lif.nf uJ ! Ju re8flr(J to
he
pulled
my
ear, and quietly up to bed, on a November night, twenty-one.”
fact which made the married life of Mrs.
muttered, “ Poor lad ! poor lad !— this in the shabby sponging- house, with the
“But how has this come to pass, my done she walked ont coolly and composedly and
Lewis bearable was that her husband
retnrned home. She slept well anriug th«
is the way the world is managed.” And observation that he was in no hurry. dear Lewis?” Tasked; “ is it altogether
ingnt, and had no need of medical attendance.
was related closely to her step-fatner.
ho the subject dropped, and Lewis and So that when an extraordinaryturn in irremediable ?”
It was very natural in Mrs. Lewis to
I, nt the end of the holidays, returned to the lawsuit took every lawyer by sur“ It has come to pass as I have told
make much of her stepfather. He #as
school.
prise, and the legal world stood aghast, you. Every man on whose honor I have
the personage to whom she looked for
Misfortunes overtook me when I wao amazed, dumbfounded at a decision that relied has betrayed me. My model cotthe advancement of her darling boys in
life. His influence appeared to be on the point of enteringat the Middle put him in possession of the entire tagers, I am told, langh at me for a fool. Leigh Smith and His Crew ot
wealth of. that.remarkableuncle
of his I have trebled the trade m my country
.
boundless— and he knew it, as my moth- Temple. My guardiansdied, and to mv ,
Bold Explorers Found.
horror and amazement I was informed wh(? ua5d ™ pmch my ears, he alone was town, and the townsfolk haven’t a good
•r, who often saw him frowning ont of
word
for
me,
although
they
had
plenty
his chariot window on his way to see his that their affairs were involved to my C00^ ^ 0411 866 him now, fastening the
yesterday. The local paper has turned
A recent dispatch from London says : The
beautiful stepdaughter,would tell me in niter min. They had speculatedwith el®*ticband about his umbrella as he
my money, and out of a good fortune walked out of the court, as calm as the about with its readers. Last week I steamer Hqpe, commanded by Sir Allen Young,
•iter years.
cabman whom he bailed. On the mor- was munificent ; but in to-day’s copy I C. E, which left here in June last in search of
The elder boy was sickly and was kept which my parents had left me I had
something
less
than
£300
left
I com- row morning, when he had read the re- am a fool ; in the next edition I shall be
the crew of the steamer Eira, has armed at
at home, bnt the second was sent to
municated
my
diHtress
to Lewis, and he port of the case in the papers, he turned a rogue, 1 should advise you to clear
Peterhead with the entire crew sf that vessel
school, and, as I have said, it was at
sympathized with me. He would have to me and said: “I was right, my friend; the sinking ship while there’s a boat— The Hope picked them up in HatolshkinStraits,
school I first met him.
you see that I was right. And now tell that is a coach— at hand.”
The new boy made a sensation. It been a stone had he done less, seeing
“Leave you, Lewis, at such a mo- Nova Zembla, the 8d of August, they haring
me which are the rooms in the Castle
was whispered along the forms that his how intimate we had been from our
lost their ship off Franz Josef Land and jourwhich you prefer. Drop in at Coutts’ ment f I exclaimed;for I was hurt at
name was Lewis, and that he had come early boyhood. Mrs. Lewis had been
neyed in boats to the straits through the ice.
his
suggestion,
which
was
not
a
very
and see the liberty I have ventured to
Leigh Smith, commander of the Eira expein a barouche with a servant in livery to for some time in bad health. Her great
delicateone under the circumstances.
take
with
your
balance.
Tell
me
if
you
dition, gives the following account of its excarry his books. We crowded round step father had died overwhelmedwith
“
Leave
you
now
I
I
would
not
think
of
like yoor brougham ; it is at the door.
perience
him in the playground, and found that ruin in a great lawsuit, and she had the
“On July 18, 1881. we steamed througii packNow see whether you cannot bscome such a thing; nor should anything less
Castle
no
longer;and
young.
Lewis
his pockets were full of money; that he
than the case — the tremendouscase of ice, and ten days later sighted Franz Josef
Lord
Chancellor.”
had a knife with one bl^de more than conld keep only one horse now, and was
.Thunder vs. Butter, drag me from your Land. We proceeded toward Cape Ludlow,
the cook of the school, and that a most ! obhgfid to give himself fewer airs. The
In sober truth, my brougham was at
which was close to the pack to the northward.
side to-morrow.”
Aug. 2 we went up Nightingale Sound and
imposing coat-of-arms was engraved on
more than respectable ; but the doer; my account was a princely
A smile passed over the placid face of thence to Eira Harbor, and erected astorethe heaviest of silver spoons and forks, it was a wreck. I was among those one ; and I had the pick of the Castle
Lewis while I spoke. It was a smile I bonse. On the 16th we started east to look for
who
did
not
desert
them,
and
apartments.The scene was a glorious
which were brought for his use at table.
had seen before, and at which a less the Jeannette,but were unable to pass Berent
The master fawned on him, and gave did not disdain to ride in the modest one when the sun of Lewis’ fortunes amiable man than, I can say without Hook.
Aug. 21 the Eira got
brougham
to
which
poor
Mrs.
Lewis
was
was in its noontide splendor. The vanity, I am might have taken offense. nipped between a land-floe and pack-ice
him easy lessons, and pat him at the
a mile east of Cape Flora, and sank
desk nearest to the stove. We hated reduced, and with bnt one man servant beantifnl, the brilliant,the gifted, the
“ You leave to-morrow, then ?” Lewis before we were able to save many of tlie stores.
him for this— boys are only little men. to wait at table. Lewis never forgot my illostrions,crowded to his haMs,
\
We built a hut on Cape Flora of turf and
Ont of school, Lewis, I most say, gave birthday, and Mrs. Lewis was good thronged his drawing-rooms,peopled
stones, and covered it with sails. We wintered
“I
must.”
himself no airs. His plentiful pocket ! enough to insist, when she heard of my his park, and tasted all the1 sweets of his
there, and during the whole time no signs of
“ WeU, we shall tide over the week,
money was lavishly scattered when the i misfortunes,that 1 shtftild let her pay re lined and liberal hospitality.He
scurvy appeared. Twenty-ninewalrus and
Temple fees, and that I should ac- alone remained calm and easy, 1 might I dare savi but there will be elbow thirty-sixboars were killed and eaten. We left
apple-woman came into the playground.
He would buy a shilling’sworth of Bo- cept a couple of rooms in her house, to say unconcerned.Misfortune had hit room in the Castle before then, I can Cape Flora June 31, 1882, in four boats, sailed
eighty miles without seeing any considerable
see.”
naparte’s ribs, and give every boy in the be with Lewis. She saw, I expect, that him hard, and had not stirred a muscle
amount of ice, and reached Nova Zembla Aug.
I
did
not
like
Lewis*
style.
Of
course,
school one. He would propose a scram- I exerted a very salutary influence over of his face; fortune was now his gener2. When the Eira was nipped the leak gained
him. How couldfMPPfjjiMBBBBBp
I look churlish and ons friend, and she conld barely extort a I made every allowance for him under so rapidly that in two hoars after it had
ble for apples, or a whole quart of Spanish nuts. I have known him come with refuse — especially when Lewis joined his smile from him. I was, I think, more the circumstances;and when I had seen been discovered it was necessaryto abandon
half a dozen coooanuts, and give one entreaties to those of his mother? It gratefnl. I blessed and thanked— the my wife to the station with the chil- the ship. Hardly had the last man left the
vessel when the ice eased and the Eira rapidly
each to the fellows who had played at wanted no littlemoral courage, however, fates. For, while any care as to my dren, the maids, the jewels and dress- sank. A tent was first erected on the ice, and
horses with him. Playing at horses was to keep with the Lewises, although they means of living was removed far away ing-cases, and my dispatch-boxin which the house was subsequentlybuilt.’’
Ail the boats of the Eira were saved. Most
Us passion. A boy must be a great loaded me with attentions, because peo- from me, I neglected no opportunityof my deeds were safely under lock and
of the men saved some clothes and bedding.
favorite, or be able to dispense favors, ple talked about them in the neighbor- promoting my own advancementin my kev, made a second attempt to be kind
who wants to drive a team in the play- hood, and the tradesmen sneered and own way. I worked at my profession, and sympathetic. I asked whether there For sixteen nights the crew slept in a tent,
from which they were at times almost floated
ground. Lewis was amiable enough, jeered when the plain little brougham and Lewis was able to introduceme to was anything I could do for him in out by rain.
London.
w» thought then, and was ready to give rolled past their doors, or I and L»wis first-rate business. I had at times more
“ Yes,” he said, raising his cold blue
everything he had— provided we would walked heme to dinner. I ^ad no other than I conld well manage. When I was
eyes, and cutting his words with his
Dr. Lamson, who was executed in
home,
however,
end
hardlv
a
farthing
in
at
the
Castle
I
would
retire
from
the
be ms nags. We made him pay— and
England for poisoninga Relative, was
he drove ns. He was a ready fellow my pocket As I have said, I was with- scene of the festivities to my own apart- glittering teeth.
“ Yes ; remain in it 1”
proved to be a man whose mind had bewith his fists, I admit He would give, out a relation in the world. But I do ment, and there turn ont my brief bag
This was too much, and I left him. come impaired through excessive use of
bat he would have no takings. I got off take a little credit tomyself for my pluck upon the table and read into the small
very well with him, and was often his in holding to the wreck ; for— I can hours. Very few men, I flatter myself, Now all my impressions as to his charac- opium, but the drug had acted mainly
off-eider,because I made my bargain make no secret of it— I never liked would tytve done that with the advan- ter were confirmed, and I could under- in the way of paralyzing his moral uat
tages that I had within my reach. Bnt stand thoroughly why I never liked ure, and had rendered him almost deopenly, and he liked that I carried off Lewis.
Mrs. Lewis paid all my expenses I was determined not to be dependent him.
void of a knowledge of right and wrong.
heaps of things, till my mother at home
At the railway station— for I left that He was a cheat and a scamp as well as a
was quite alarmed. “Where did you while she lived, just as she paid those npon Lewis. I was determined to draw
of her own chili I could hardly see the lin# somehow ; for, as I think I have
very afternoon — I found more than half murderer—in fact, utterly demoralized
get that splendid top, Bob?” said mother. “L^wis,” was my answer. “That anything in which she made a difference remarked before, I never really liked the Castle servante. The station master bytkenseof the narcotic which enwas compelled to put on three or four slaved him.
kite must have cost 5 shilUngs,Bob.” between ns ; ana when there was any him.

were a picture together— when he was
shuffling about in his gray dressingall the credit.
gown and she was in her white morning
Lewis was born under extraordinary robe, with her abundant hair floating
circumstances. His family were a wild,
abont her— eo long that bhe could
ambitious and, I have often heard my throw it round Lewis and almost
mother say, unscrupulous set At the smother him with it — which made
period of his birth they were at the him look very foolish, I thought. She
height of their splendor. It was impos- petted Lewis in the most ridionlons
lible to reproach them in those days. style, and made him dress like a page in
They had the biggest house in their a burlesque.To me she was almost as
neighborhood by far. Their horses and affectionateas to her own son ; and when
tables were the envy of everybody. I told her how I was left an orphan in
They gave parties that blocked np the my fourth year, and how I had not a re-
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by hard work, but can neither
While there is much said and written be made nor enjoyed without health. To those
in regard to forest-treecultivation, we leading sedentary Uvea Dr.
V. Pioroe'a
Hud very little attention4>aid to the pres- '•Golden Medical Discovery" ia a real fnend.
It Htimuktea the liver, purifies the blood and is
ervation of native forests. . In the timmay be

R

bef«l motions we heve^beon ioobny
trying to get rid of the timber to think
of any method of preservation. Yet in
some sections that were formerly timbered there is now felt to be a scarcity

which
is useful in manufactures. .The only
remedy mentioned is the planting of forest trees for this purpose, but this is a
of timber, particularly of that kind

A country rector called rather early npon one
of hU paritihioneni. One of the children a&w
him coming, and ran into the house to tell his
mother. The little follow soon returnedto the
frout and resumed bis play. The clergyman
inquired, “Is your mother at home?" "No
sir," replied the child
11 she is out at present"
" Tell her when she retnroa that I called,"said
the clergyman."I did tell her," replied the

Great men love to unbend from the
cares of public life, and have a good
frolic with young children.• Lord Chatham, in the heignt of his power, when
he overawed Parliament by his audacity
and foreign Ministers by his dignity,
was once surprised by an Ambassador
who found him stretched on the f.oor,
playing a game of marbles with his little
boy, afterward the celebrated William

;

__

work that we are hardly prepared for in
this State, and it is probable that only little hoy.
__
necessity will compel artificial planting.
Dr. Pierce’*“ Favorite Prescription"
The time seems too long to wait for an always becomes the favoriteremedy of those
investment of this kind to begin to pay, who try it It is a specific for all female
and there are very few who will under- ‘'weaknesses"and derangements, bringing
take the work. At least very little has strengthto the limbs and back and color to the
face. Of all druggists.
been done ih this line. At the Agricultural College an experimental arboretum
A young lady, being addressed by a gentleof four acres has been growing a few man much older thau herself, observea that
years; and a farmer in Monroe county the only objection she had to a union with him
has this year set 1,500 black- walnut was the probability of his dying before her and
leaving her to the sorrowsof widowhood. To
trees with a view to grow them for tim- which he made the complimontaryreply:
ber.
" Blessed is the man who hath a virtuous wife,
Would it not be well to study more for the Dumber of his days shall be doubled.''
closely the possibility of improvingthe
Being entirely vegetable, no particular care
timber lands that still remain. The is requiredwhim using Dr. Pierce’s" Pleasant
woods still standing contain a vast PurgativePellets."They operate withoutdisamount of material which is susceptible turbance to the constitution, diet or occupaof developmentin far less time than tion. For sick headache,constipation,impure
would be required for the plantiigand blood, dizziness, sour eructationsfrom the
stomach, bad taste in mouth, bilious attacks,
growth of new forests, the neglect of pain in region of kidneys, internal fever, bloatwhich furnishes a strikingproof of the ed feeling about stomach, rush of blood to
general ignorance of forest culture. The head, take Dr. Pierce’s •‘pelleta."By druggists.
timber is ruthlessly cut from many
"Are you going to take that ugly pug dog
places that are nearly useless for cultivawith you again, Carrie?" askod Charles. "I
tion after, and would be worth far more
really behove you take him simply to make
for growing timber than for any other yourself look prettier by the contrast.’’ "Don’t
purpose, more beautiful to the eye and be jealous of poor Pug, Charlie,” replied Carmore profitable.In many instances the rie. " I’ll take you some time when I waul to
native woods have been so much neg- look especially handsome.
lected or so injured as to be past redempOn the Complexion.
tion, yet there are sill large areas of
Without going into any a-stheticrapture in
forest and smaller groves and wood-lots
regard to personal beauty, it must be admitted
now yielding no revenue wnich might be
developed into timber forests of very by all that a pure and clear complexion often
makes up for plain features, while a rough and
great value and at the same time yield
an annual crop of firewood in the* pro- sallow skin or freckly face mars the most per’’

cess.

fect Grecian profilethat was ever modeled from

Cut out the dead and least valued timber for firewood, preserve the small
growing trees that are of the best varieties for timber. It will be necessaryfor
the best care of the forest to keep stock
from running in it, as they will totally
destroy all small growth, in almost
every tract of woodland may be found
more
of the best varieties
_ -- or less of
“• trees
-----.".™

nature’s art gallery ;

“•

--

•

but when a

fresh, clear,

transparent and brilliant complexion

is

com-

Lord Macaulay, before going to the
House of Commons in the afternoon,
had often a regular rampage with his
nephews and nieces, racing up and down

and graceful form, the mind

and

"

How

lovely

!

exclamation made by all

"

many cases they have been neglected
and cannot be improved, but in most
cases intelligent work in thinning and
pruning will be followed by profitable
ien\i\t&.—Detroit Post
In

A

which his attendants thought utterly
beneath the exile’s dignity. But one of
them was horrified beyond measure
when, hearing a cry from the great
Emperor, he rushed into the room and
saw Napoleon kneeling in a corner,
begging for life, while Elizabeth was
flourishinghis sword vigorously and
threateningto kill him. Napoleon

AGENTS WANTED. Rnhuin TerrUerf
Extra
-a Trrmi rlren. 8t*fi /or Svtrntl CimJari to
A. G. NKTTI.KTON A CO.. Chlca**. UL

JV*<Wad
and

Cholirt,

Dlifiton,

ChtMrea, and their unenualed HUrt la^eadw
for Udfot, and want raliablaltdyafenutaiell
them la erery houiehold.Our agent*
'wheremeet •ith ready eucceu and make hand,
'some talarte*.Writ* at one* for tenne and t»
cure encluMrc territory.Addrett

tySMtllJ.

emf

•area aiyBa*yeoderCa^daHaaatl,OMa.
LandingFfcyaiciaM racoauncndtheta Supporter*.X9
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THIS

all times been

fact,

art must be abandoned, and nature resorted to.

want them for a tonic ; the nick crave them to
get well ; the well take them to remain so ;
dyspeptics need them for relief ; epicureslike
them as an appetizer ; everybody takes Hop*
and Malt Bitters.

Ha* a Fad dlfftHacfrom all etbm, h
cayehape, with Wf-AdJatUag Bad

BririM,

AMD
SciMt,
TottludM
ASM

— TO

XjAXDXXUBt
Get up

Club*

BiadKhfc

*ur •«* Upaortatfo*. Oa*
beautifulT«a Bat* «t»*a aw*»
to t..«i«ily wudluc a Club lor tti.M. B.w»r* of tba «M*U*4
“ CHKAI* TIAB " that *r# bala* adeartlaed— »h*y ay* jfljriae
and detriment.! to boaltb-alow
"“‘f wlU
Bnn*e( and with 0r*» band* tf po*.tb»a. No faumbux.
(44 pi.ee*,)
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FOl SALE BT ALL DRUGGISTS.

Am*

tfOSOTItfe

$25
Every Day
Can
sad*
ba eoally

with oar

Well Augers & Drills
Boring and Hoolt-DrlillngMachine.
Warrantedthe Beat aa Earth!
Many of oar caatorov* nijka from $10 ta M0 a lay.
Book and Circular*

Hound.

The amount of water in many things
remarkable.Thus: Eggs have
74 per cent; lean beef, 78; carrots, 83;

is rather

1

10

cow’s milk, 87; lager beer, 89; turnips,
90; watermelons, 94; cucumbers,97.
So we take in large quantities of water

~

and

the kidneys
have to dispose of much matter that we
suppose to be solid when we eat it
it,

^

—

•‘Thoroughly.’’
Leavenworth,Kan., April 16, 1880.
H. IL Warner, & Co. : Sirs— Your Safe Kidney and Liver Cure has thoroughly cured me

MAKE hens

1 An

Hoatetter's Stomach Bitten txtirpaU* dyapcpal*with
treater certaintyand promptitude than any known
remedy, and ia a moat yen Lai inrlyorant, appe liter and

John Brandon.

"What arc your views of Europe, my dear
sir?” patronizingly inquired a note-book

aid te accretion.Theee are not empty aaaertiona, aa
thouaanda of our countrymen and woman who hav* experienced it* effect* are aware,but are baoked up by
Lrrcf ratableproof*. The Bitten alao five a healthful

mauler, as ho poised his ready pencil " Mostly
stereoscopic," was tho curt reply of the travelstained Senator.

pr

fer aala by aU

Quick, complete cure, all annoyingKidney,
Bladder and Urinary Diseases. $1. Druggists. Bond for pamphlet to E. B. Wells.

i

NOHERur the

;r

si!

HOPS I MALI
BITTERS.

A boat was picked upon tho Delaware river,
and the only living things found on board were
a snake and a quart of whisky. Probably some
Congressmanhad been to another funeral—
Burdette.

INCREASE

(Kot Fermented.)

- --

t|Q

THE GREAT

Preserve your harnessby using Uncle Barn’s
Harness Oil, which closes the pores, keeps out
dust or dampness, making it soft and pliabl*.
Bold by Harness Makers.

liver & Kidney Remedy
AND BLOOD PURIFIER.

—
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circular" and past record. rRKU.
Dividends paid aurlng paatthlrtwa

.

STOCKS j^wrVYnt local agent la
every town. Excellent lad ate-

$100

KIDNEY-WORT
IDE GREAT CURE
FOB

RHEUMATISM
ia

It la

hr

all diseasesof

LIVER AND
II

the

eteanaasthe spatea eftfca aerii polaea

Mat eanaas tba dreadful cuff* ring wktah
ml? the victims ef HbeemaUameaa mliee.

THOUSANDS OF CASES
ef the wont forms ef tele terribledisease
have baa* quiaki/ mitered, la ashaetthM

PERFECTLY CURED.

KIDNEY-WORT
hashed wenderfnl aueasas, and an
ala in a vary part of tba Country. Ia Mur
dred* o r oenea i t ha* aurod where ell else ted
foiled.It la mild, bat sMctent. CERTAIH
IH IT* AOroN, bat heml*** in ell ease*
tT It eteaases, •Ireottheas ead 4 varffew
Life to ell tb* Important organa of thabod/.
The naturalaction of tba Kidneya te
Tba XJvav te alaanaadof all dtaaaaa, aad Ma
Bowala more firstlyand healthfully.Xathte
way tba went diaaaaasara
is tthea baas yrevad by

I

KIDNEY-WORT
ia

tba

moat

system of all
weed la every heoaehoMae

•

TXOM, FILM aad all FIMALHDIasaeM.
bpot npta Fry ragteaUa Farm, in tineas
awe

sackate ef which amkaesqaarta msdidaa.

Slae la Lfald Farm, vary . ..... .... Iftr
Me eowteoteac*of tboee who caaoosreadily prepare It. fjl arte wtitsgwaldF dies** artag/em.
GET IT Of YOU* DRUGGIST.PRICE. tLSe
WELLS, BICHABMOS ACe.. Prep’*,

<wni send the dry peel pald.>

WBIiMm.

!

di lea aes by Cade Sam's Condition Powdar.
Sold by Druggists.

ENcmESirS

SSil
HUte* with moro than

.B

O.H.U.

3DO PWrtntiU.A
.BeachA Co. .Chicago

TT.

KIDNEY-WORT

rzro'MtszT’to.

the several

KIDNIYS,

BOWELS*

‘

‘ to
fect and completecure for sexual weaknesses,
They are making car-wheels of paper, and health. If eueba thing* ba poesfoka bgold vr*o
the most stubborn of all debilitating diseases.
This fact should be generally known. It will even a "stationary ’’ engine has been achieved.
formerly Monger, Me.
save manv from the dutches of that vile class
Horses, cattle,sheep and bogs are cured of
of medical pretenders,who call themselves
specialists,but whose specialty consists mostly dieteraper, conghs, colds, fevers and most other

SM?..'"”1*

WHEAT

(

man.

-

Inveitor* of small and medium
Grain, Pitmalotu and
(stocksaa fully protected aa neef
axtenaive and lunuoutial operators*
Our succeenful, fully tried, old #0tabUsbed plan. Try It. Beporte

ja amounts In

a*

i

- --

n

m

Dntfiste aad Dealm tMtetlh-

TUE NEW REMEDY.

Jersey City, N. J.

lay.

English Vatatinary
Rntlidh
Veterinary Burgeon
Bnrgaon and Ohamiat, now
In thla
thl* country, aaya
baire that moat
moat of
tha Hor*a
travelingin
----and Cattle Pcwden aold here are wortbleaatraah.
aaya that Bharidan'aCondition Powder* are
pur* and fimmenaelr valuable,
ke bent lay like Snaridjn’e
akehena
out i tMftpot
toaapoonfnlto one pint of
aent by mall for I latter' etampe.
Button,Maa*., formerlyBancor,

•Umulua to the urinary orfana.

Buchupaiba’%

Humw*-

BOB’! WKLD4.48Vf0ej8U»W.Y.»F.O.Box lilt*

felfrlRS
I I Kw ~

;

of inflammationof the bladder.

•*

,pnd for pound atm
fben get up a flub,
trfeat variety.
loube In America,— No chromo.-No
jtraifbt builneu.-value
for money.

bv-and-by.

in prolongingthe suffering of their victim and
emptying his purse."

nnMt

poltoa.

!

’
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BBATBDTBAH,and Mean a kMittfat
"You Iom or OoM Bud Tu loV*

ad-

i

His

GOOD —NEWS

THf
OrtCATMMlnlCAH

and other valuables in little safes with
This new Remedy Is compounded
combinationlocks, that moth nor rnst
The latest plan for civilizing tbs Indians
from the beat known curatives, such as
contemplates teachingthem ticket-scalpingat
may not corrupt, nor thieves break
" How did vou like the lecturer ?" “I didn’t
Hope, Malt Extract, Cascara Sagrada
through and steal While we were sit- like him at all. He gave ns a perfect Niagara first, in order that their departure from savage
(Sacred Bark), Buchu. Dandelion and
practices
may
be
gradual,
and
that
they
may
Saraaparilia, combined with ao agreeting there I looked up and saw the of words and only a nvulet of ideas."
not become discouragedat the outset.
able Aromatic Elixir.
strangest and most forbidding-looking
Eilert’s Daylight Liver Pills are a reliaThese Remedies act upon the Liver.
Thousands
of
infants
and
children
die
at
person coming down the aisle. He wore ble remedy lor iiihousuess, headache,constipaThey act upon the Kidneya.
this season of the year from Cholera Infantum
a high- pointed fur cap, and a coat but- tion and liver diseases, and are the best preThey Regulate the Bowels.
or summer complaint. This fearfnl disease can
They Quiet the Nervou* System.
toned np to the chin. A short thick ventive of fevers known. Bold by Druggist*. be cured by Dr. Winchell’sTeething Syrup,
They Promote Digeation.
beard and mustache ‘ almost hid his face
They Nouriah, Strenglhen,Invigorate.
which never fails to give immediate relief, even
" Prisoner, this is the third time this year
They give Tone, Health and Energy.
from view. As he came nearer to me I
In the most aeverc oases. Bold by all Droggisti.
that you have appearedbefore this court.
—
—
recognized Capt Costentenus, the tat- What has brought you hero now, eh ?’’ " The
HOPS AND MALT BITTERS
The Popular Science Monthly leads off with
are the ORIGINAL and ONLY BITtooed man. We could not help staring police, sirr
an articleon plant cells, which is, no donbt,
TERS containingMalt Extract.
at him, it seemed so queer for one of
Ask your Druggist lor them, and be *ur*
For dyspepsia, indigestion, depreeiion of spir- very erudite, but the worst plant sell wa know
Baruum’s curiositiesto be looking at his
of is when mullein" are dealt in as pure Havana
that the label has on it the four word*
its and general debility,in their various forms:
stocks and bonds. He did not seem to •Jso as a preventiveagainst fever and ague and Xe&t.— PittsburghTelegraph.
HOPS AND MALT BITTERS
object, and so my friend made some other intermittent fevers, the " Ferro-Phosphorin large red letter*.
Great
improvements
have
recently been
pleasant remark to him ia Italian. He ated Elixirof Calisava," made by Caswell, HazgfTTnke no other.
made in Carholine,a deodorized extract of petrowas quite ready to talk, though' he does ard A Co., New York, and sold by all druggist*,
At Whole*ale and Retailby all dealer*.
leum, the great natural hair renewer,and now
the best tonic ; and for patientsrecovering
~lO€HE8TEB MEDICINE CO.,
not speak very fluently either French, is
it is absolutely perfect as an exquisite and defrom fever or other sickness it hu no equal
lightfullyperfumed hair dressing and restorer.
Noehetter,A*. F.
Italian or English, but he speaks the
Everybodyis delighted with it. Bold by all
two former better than the latter.
Tue beat of evidence : " Yos, this must bo
druggists.
entire conversationwas about money, tho ladies’ cabin,’’ said a young lady to her
showing that he had a keen eye for the • f™nd as they halted at the door of the cabin
The Jersey City Journal decides Oleomarof a Fnlton ferry-boat snd peered inquisitively
for a
almighty dollar. He has been in this in. "Why do’ you think bo?" doubtingly
suet
country for six years, and receives when asked the other. "Oh, because there are so
Eiy-and-by,
laiaai’rrn f
I Aerate
Aaantearpmaklnc
daraallinc
tiflMTCVt
are making BIO
f 10 a
a dareaning
on exhibition8100 a week and his ex- many men in it," was the answer.
IVAN I CU I our good*. Send for circular and tenna.
Great
Bngiiab
Cattery
Oo..
«
Milk
etrcct,
Beaton,
Maas.
"I
am
now
ready
to
lay
down
my
bundle."
penses. Then he sells his photographs
1C Head* Che LI*C
rears had
and a life of himself, from which he
makes a good percentage.In the six Of all other preparationsor medicines. In
cases of nausea, headache,dizzinessor irreguyears he has managed to save a good larities of the system,Burdock Blood Bitters Malt Bitters has made him a new
AND NOT
THAT
deal more than his salary, and he has have no equal.'They never fail w affording
AnfV
BAR OUT.
invested his money judiciously. The j immediate relief. Price tLUO.
Philadelphiabaa an artist named Sword.
___ tacts. ClrcqL
era. By
Urt
4 OO* 88 Day 8L, M
’FBZE.J.B.
When 8 years of age ho was only a little bowie.
only investment he has that does not
, , , tll
pay is diamonds. He is passionatelyI Time is a good deal like a mule. It is better
to be ahead of time than behind time.
Lidia E. Pinkham’sVegetable Compound
fond of this precious stone, and has some
ranks first aa a curative agent in all comC A.REE0 i SONS' PIANOS.
fine specimens in his safe. He seems to
A Flr*i-Cla**Article.
plaints peculiar to women.
have a savage fondness for ornament,
This is, and must continueto be, the exclamHew Ilia* tented Oatalenas, MM. sent free. SpeaUJ
"Bridget, I told yon to have my hot water
for he was loaded down with jewelry.* ation of every one who baa used Patnam’s Pain- ready the flrat thing m the momiog." "Bure, SiStr^fil oFm UMcTStlteS'Bt. QPflaee
Around his neck he wore a long, massive less Corn Extractor, for it u without excep- air,” replied Bridget, "didn’t I bring it np and
tion the only remedy in the market that will
TUB HBKMIIEY
gold chain, fastened at the throat with a
lave it at the door last night, so as to bs*e it in
remove corns without pain. All we ssk for the
time?"
School
of Musical Art,
jeweled slide. There was evidentlya Corn Extractoris a fair trial, for it will give to
HERSHEY
MUSIC HALL,
watch on the end of the chain in his yon what it has alreadygiven to thousands of
ntnaThe D. ti. Governmentare using lane
Ofcteace. 111., \
pocket Then he wore another heavy ! others suffering from corns— nnbounded aatia- hew of The Improved Howe Seales. Borden,
faction. Putnam’* Painless Com Extractoria Selleck 4 Co., Agents, Chicago,ill
affords tii* moat thoroug b Instruction m ah branchesof
gold chain across his blue flauner shirt,
Vocal nnd In*trno entm Mtuio. (tend for circular
! aold everywhere. Beware of cheap counteron which several $20 gold pieces were feit*. Wholesale, Lord, Btontenborgh A Co.,
II.CI.A MBNtlE EDDY. General Director.
Bea-caitaink piga are earned ou a voyage ho
hung. On his wrists were gold bracelets i Chicago.
as to utilizeany Mw-horae that mav I** mught.
of curious workmanship, and he wore
twelve plain gold rings on his hands, I A paper states that an Arkansas rifleman exTax the new brand, Spring Tobacco.
TUB ItKt'll'K FDR MAKING
I hibited his skill by breaking the point of a lead
two on each third and little finger, and
33 TT J£a 33 JR. ’
pencil. Anybody can aocorapyh that feat,
" We go in for the old dag,” remarkedthe
CELEBRATED BAKLR8’ DRY YEAST.
two on each thomb. His hands are very aud everybody who doe« it gets pad a* blazes
proptirty-owner
who was ordered to lay a new W th I a tractions to familieshnw to nae It, Is now for
well shaped, and the dark tattooing set about iii too. — New York Commercial Adr
l toe nrsi time offeredthem and at the smell co»t of
along the front of his lot
#1. KxlenmYrly used by B kete all orer the United
off the bright gold of the rings. A silk veiiiser.
Bute*, n i never Mild with instruction*to Bskrr* for
scarf of many colors was tied around his
lees
than go. No family or Hotel should be witboot
All I* Well That Ends Well.
It- hand m>ney order or reg stored letter uddreued
waist Altogether he looked like a
Orin Catiin, 4« Pearl street,Buffalo,N. Y.,
D. L. IIYLEJI, Appleton C*ty, 8t. Clair Co.. Mo.
pirate. — New York letter.
says : “I tried various remedies -for the piles,
but found no relief until I used Thomas’ Eov* nils make New _____
A physicianwrites : “ I have found that Dr. lecihig Oil. which entirely cored me alter a
change the blood in th* entire
and will
Guyeott’s Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla is a per- lev. applications."
i. sly
Any person who win
will take
U» o
torn in three

_

'

Bunn

j

gambling. In those days, in
Ceylon,- they would “play away the
ends of their fingers” over the draughtboard. They would sit down with a tire
burning, whereon was set a pot of walnut or sesame oil, while beside it lay a
small hatchet with an exceedinglysharp
edge. The loser placed his h ind upon
a stone, and the winner chopped off a
joint, when the mutilated finger was
plunged into the boiling oil and thereby
cauterized. Some men, fond ot the
game, but unskillful or unlucky, had
every finger shorn of its tip.— .1// the
Year
•

be-

NEW

ELASTIC TRUSS

dicted to

prove the complexion by extraneous means, it
is of little or no use, unless the seat of life has

;

Thl.

1

Digital Forfeits.

The Malays have at

Avoid til habit* that are injuriousto your bloom so much admired, must not depend upon
health. The practice of going about the house cosmetics, powders or paints ; their object
winter mornings with naked feet often canned a
should be to get the blood purified, which can
bad cold that may end in consumption.Rapid
be done easily, speedily and safely by nature’s
eating causes derangement of the digestive organs. A quarrelsome habit may end in mur- own restorative,Burdock Biood Bitters, which
der. The habit of taking severe citbartic medgives a healthy tone to the system and a fair
icines is very unwise. When suffering from indigestion, etc., it is best to strengthenthose complexion to the countenance.
organs by using Dr. Guysott’s Yellow Dock and
The following notice by a Virginia blacksmith
Sarsaparilla. It assists nature in restoring
indicates Road j aster sentimenton the part of
health and strengthto every part of the body.
Momj’h partner: "Notis: De copartnership
Ask your druggist to get it for you.
heretofore resisting betwixt me and Mose Skinner is hereby resolved.Dem what owe the firm
will set'lowid me, and dem what the firm owe
Yiewing His Treasures.
will settlewid Moso."
I went with a friend to the vaalts of
the Safety Deposit Company to help
The old need them for strength; the young '

coupons. You know what
are. Places where bloated
bondholders keep their stocks and bonds

SEN. SHERMAN.

Crisp*.

laughed at the terror of the servants.

white, soft, smooth skin, with that peachy

clip off some
these vaults

jut pMuked, enuilrd

tba crandfMckanct artr offered to yon. Introduction br
lUuMrattd. Pint rtaw.rd
Thnlling work ouUrll* all other* 10 to I, and U the /«*«<
«-Utn? hook ever publlihed. AgtnUamaga 0 to to order*«
day. trTtfhk tkomawi faurrt*. It mIU Ilka wlld-flra.
la

Niural{li,
|

rarp sports together.
A favorite game was blind-man's-buff,

All, therefore,who are anxious to possess a

InJurlouN Habit*.

book,

OUR WILD INDIANS

|

Helena, he found a temporarv home at
the “Briers,” as his intended house at
Longwood was not in readiness. A little
girl in the family, named Elizabeth,became very fond of him, and they had

try to un-

in

lew

Employment for Ladles.

without knowing

been reached, and the blood purified ;

bran'

THIRTY-THREE YEARS AMONG

The Queen City Sutpandei Company of Cte.
dnnad an aow manufacturinf pad introducina
their new ttoHie« teyyertor* for UUm and

gaze upon this

many who

OEN. DODGES’

such merriment. On reaching St.

clear complexion is a

and although there are

AGENTS! AGENTS! AGENTS!

REMEDY FOR

that even Napoleon condescendedto

rare combination of nature’schoicestgifts to

the human family.

A SAFE AND tURI

noisiest of them all.
But it is a little surprisingto learn

is the involuntary

who

Real la the World. Get the eennlne.Kv-

stairs in a gale of frolic, the wildest and

comes enraptured with the beautifulassociation,

tom.

Pain-Killer axle

Pitt.

bined with a classical, pleasing countenance,
lustrous eye

PERRY DAVIS'

Statesmen’sRecreations.

A FOHTCTIE

NatJie Forests.

in this

pSerT7

7#"

*

Mr. B. F. Sorter, a

banker in Utica,

rich

HALL'S

N. Y., says: “I have ufied Brown’s Iron

much

Bitters the past ymr,

to

ohrYadfr?Jpliy^itina, for neither ray^lf,

of

wift wr' .Hftie giffs liav’e »lnt*e sntfered

from

a single day's illness.

t

(jure

flalarrii
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follow it. The

that is to

cigarette annually kills
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witha positive
will cure eny

sell It

iuoa* jou are irouDiea ^ruu uos
Jng disease, ask your Druggist for It, and
ACCIFT NO IMITATIOX OB SCBarmrtF.If he
has not got It, send tons and we 'will forward
Immediately.Price, 75 cents per bottle.
F.J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo. Ohio.
Sold by Schoutcn& Schepers, Holland.
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Post’s bill to reduce the internal revenue

"Mr. Post must
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guarantee that It

“A bill to make idioU.” A writer in
the New York Herald thus designates Mr.
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Suits for

Children of 4 years up to suits for full grown Men.

NOW

THE TIME FOR BARGAINS,
won't Id© TJ ndLersold.

IS

"VVe

thousandsof children and young men, and

whom

SUMMER SUITS.

Young Men’s

does not destroy physically,it
mentallyruins. The tax on it should he
it

increased, not reduced. It would be well
to place

A

poisonous

so high as to put these

it

Dress Goods, Ladies’ Gossamere Circles,
Etc. Boots and Shoes in great variety.

lull line of

packages beyond the reach of the small
boy.”

Tho Whisky

School.

Over 600 acres of

Our liquor dealers’ circulars talk of ed-

160 acres,

prevent prohibitory laws.

to

timbered land for sale ; also a farm of
man who wants a good farm here is a chance.

first-clabs

ucating the public in the interest of liquor

for a

The idea of whisky being an educator

HARRINGTON,

interesting.Whisky turned schoolmas-

is

ter! That

is

E. J.

good. Whisky is indeed an
been engaged in

old professor, and has

HOLLAUr), MICH.

some centuries.

the business of teaching for

He has many colleges and universities all
over the land. All the states have at times

many

granted him charters, and in

in-

stances gave him magnificent endowments.
Yes, whisky is

a noted educator. Did

you ever see his pupils? They all wear
badges— red noses and bloated faces,

one

for

and pale faces and sunken

class,

another. Whisky qualifieshis gradu-

for

ates

for

business. He turns out thieves,

CHICAGO, ROCK ISLiSD

by the shortest route, and cariylng passenners.
without change of cars, betweenChicago and Kansas City, Council Bluffs,Leavenworth,Atchison,
Minneapolis and 8t. Paul It connects in Union
Depots with all tho principal lines of road between
the Atlantic and the Paciflo Oceans. Its equipment is unrivaled and magnificent,being composed
of Most Comlortable and Beautiful Day Coaches,
Magnificent Horton Reclining Chair Cars, Pullman'. Prettiest
Pretlif-.lPalace
Paine#* Sleeping
Hlaonina Cara,
Para anri
the Best
Rp.t
man's
and the
Line of Dining Cars in the World. Three Trains

murderers, wife beaters, and makes

between Chioago and Missouri River Points. Two
Trains between Chicagoand Minncapoliaand St.

widows and orphans by thousands. It

Paul, via the

is

.

a fine school— the pupils generally learn
well and succeed in business. The tuition
is

pretty high. It cost everything one

owns to graduatein the whisky school.
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have known men

money, land, fame,

paydown all their
home, home comforts,
to

wife and children, down even to the hun-

gry babe, yes, gave

all in

payment of

tuition in the whisky school.

comes the degree,
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fers
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And

Auama,au-

Indianapolisand Latayette.and Omaha. Minneapolis and St. Paul and intermediate poinu.
All Through Passengers Travel on Fast Express
Trains.
Tickets for sale at all principal Ticket Offices in
the United. 8 talcs and Canada.
Baggage checkedthroughand rates of fare always as low as competitors that olfer less advan-

his

then

graduates a doctorateV-U.D.,

ornamented. It

i>

Seneca and Kanka-

kee, has recently baen opened betweenRichmond,
n on oi k, Newport
Norfolk,
new non news,
News, L-nauanooga,
Chattanooga, Atlaftta,Aunusta, Nashville.Louisville,Lexingion, Cincinnati,

tages.
Fcor detailedinformation,get
ers of the

rattling skeleton,

your nearestTicket Offleo, or address
».*.
E. 8T. JjHN,
Vitt-Prs*.t
Gca l Tku k Pus

At

CABLE,
Gtn’l

CHICAGO

highly

We

We

used
wonderfulsuccess.
Pampheltssent free to all. Write for them and

DRY GOODS,

get full particulars.
Price. Specific. -51 per package, or six packages
for$j. Address all orders to
J. B. SIMPSON MEDICINE CO.,

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

Bnffalo.N.Y.

Meexos .

, 51-ly.

PRINCIPAU+UNE Notions, Hosiery, Woolen Yarns,

A

NEW BOOK ON

A

Tae SHORTEST, QUICKEST and prices.Our motto

NEW SUBJECT!
And

for the Thrilling Uev Bask

prefer

Kan^^^y^

Nebraska.Missouri.
New Mexico, Arizona, Motana ami Texas.

O H

cized. The cafes are taking the names of
taverns and burs. The aristocrats give

names, and

their children English

it is

GRAY'S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
i-RAOE

BROWN’S IRON BITTERS are
a certain cure

for all diseases
requiring a complete tonic; especially Indigest ion, Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Want of Appetite,
Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy,
etc. Enriches the blood, strength-

ens the muscles, and gives new
life to the- nerves. Acts like a

charm on the

but English servants and speak to them in

removing

English. Dinner

such as tasting the food, Belching,
Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn,

scived in the English

style. On some tables

sbsrry bus

made

Prince of Wales
quisite's

is

even English dry

its appearance. The
the

modern French

ex-

model of manners and elegance.

digestive organs,

all dyspeptic

symptoms,

etc. The only Iron Preparation
that will not blacken the teeth or
give headache. Sold by all Drug-

BROWN CHEMICAL

Balsam, which is much admired for

its

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
81

scminafweak
^ P c r m &*
torrhea, Impotency, and all
ne8l<'

jtfBfar
‘

and

of a

dealer in-

dts-

comfort.

Gen'l

Gen. Rise. Agt.,

111.

Chicago, 11L

lowasasequence
of Self Abuse ;!as

nmn

TUIIB.feVvefe^Ussh^®1 Taking.

tndc. Pain in the Back. Dimness of Vision, Premature Old Age. and many other Diseases that
lead to Insanityor Consumptionand a Premature Grave.
HTFull particulars in our pamphlet, which we
desire to send free by mail to every one. The
SpecificMedicineis sold by all drngi ist at <1 per
package, or six packages for g5, or will be sett
free by mail on receipt of the money, by ad-

dressing
THK GRAY MEDICINE

___________
CO.

in

Steamers leave

<

Grand Have:

w&o'zfflsrfz

Dally

These elegantsteamers connect at Milwaukee

with Goodrich’s Lines Steamers for Chicago,
Racine. Sheboygan,Manitowoc, Green Bay,

%

No. 10ft Main Street,Buffalo,N. Y. Escanaba,etc.
Hollandbylleber Walsh. 32-ly

Chicago Line Steamers

BOOT

& KRAMER

leave GRAND

Groceries

HAVEN

8:8i) o’clock; returning

for CHICAGO daily at
leave Chicago, evenings at-

Jewelry,

7 o’clock.

FARE, berth included,

$3.00
5.00

Trip,

For further Information inquire of Z. 0.
WINSOR. or at the D., G. II. & M. Railway office,

and

Watches, Clocks,

28Grand Haven.

W. F.

HUMPHREY,

A perfect dreaa*
ing, elegantly per

(timedand harm-

I keep a full line of Spectacles, which are the
beat in tho market.

Prompt attention given to repairing.

Agent.

No trouble to show goods.

Subscribe for the

Provisions.

less. Removes
dandruff, restores
natural color

sickness,loss of lime

and

baldness
10 c*nU and $1
•law at dragfM*.
prevents

expense. Delay at such times means

dinger.— Detroit Pros. See other column.

In addition to our complete stock of
Groceries, Tobaccos and Cigars we (have
ad a

Holland City
'THE

News

Watches and

An Entire Success.

COLOGNE,

ONLY'

GIVE

An

been proved by the most reliable

testimony that Thomas’ EclectricOil
an entire success in curing the

most

Is

PARKER’S

veterate cases of rheumatism, neuralgia;

tion.
Incredible.
F. A. Scratch, druggist, Ruthven. Out.,

writes: "I have the greatest confidence
lu

your Burdock Blood Bitters. In one

case with which I am personally acquainted
their success was almost incredible.One
lady mid

me

that half a bottle did her

more good than hundreds of dollars’worth

CINCER TONIC
AilavIjoratlRfMidicine that Kiver lirtoxlcatei
Thiidelidou* combination of Ginger. Buchu,
Mandrake, Stillingia.and many other of the best
vegetableremedies known, cures all disorders of
the bowels, stomach,liver,kidneys and lungs, & is
The Beit and Surest Cough Cure Ever Used.
If you are suffering from Female Complaints,
Nervousness,Wakefulness,Rheumatism Dyspepsia. age or any disease or infirmity, take Parker s
Ginger Tonic. It will atTengUienbrain and body
and cive you new life and vigor.

lOO DOIaIa-A.KS

Paid for anythinginiurioui found in
or

of

for a failureto help or cure.
(Or. *iwt |t .Im *t drtlm tB

dmp.

medicine she had previouslytaken.”
|1

Price $1.00.

f»-

MandUoaeU.

in-

lame back, aud wounds of every descrip-

taqolilt.ly

trant p*rfimi*with
.tonally latUng
•leapt,
prapirtlw.

Siu. »«iJ

for circular to

Hikox k

Ginger Tonic

Lw

Co.,

IU

WIm

urlnjr

Wm.SL.S.Y.

Dry Goods
For which we solicit a share of theftrade.
We will serve all customers to the 1best of
our ability, and by prompt attention and
fair treatment endeavor to merit our
share of the patronage of the people of
this city and vicinity.

ENGLISH NEWSPAPER
Printed in the Southern part of
Ottawa County.

per year in

GIVEIUS A CALL.

tamers

WE

CALL.

H.

WYKHUYSEN.

20^ 1882.

Nervous Debility:
A Cure Guaranteed.

advance $1.50

$500 REWARD.

ME A

Holland, Mich., July

STJBSQRIPTIOlSr,
$1.50

Clocks,

•old below Giand Raplda prices.

FLQBESTON

It has

etc., etc.

BALSAM.

dangerousillness

Parker’sGinger Tonic will keep the kid
neys and liver active, and by preventing

much

WYKHUYSEN

l»y

Chicago.

Round

All hard workers are subject to bilious

the attack save

WYNHOFF.
1881.

POTTER.
PERCEVAL LOWELL,
Vrnuiger,

id Vice Pret't <(

to Save.

in

JiQ FFEQ,

Hew

and

H.

Nv^/»

ah

D'scases thatfol-

-Dealers in-

PARKER’S
HAIR

which may end

A

Information'

T. J

w

—

Canada.

for

fTn
rTityJ

’W

Md.

8m that All Iron Bitter* are made by Ranwa Chemical
Co. and hare croucd red line, and trade mark on wrappes

eating properties.

attacts

U(B

nltoiit Rates of
Far-. Sleeping Cars.N^Vi/
etc clieirfu ly given
»

perfume, cleanliness and daudruff eradi

How

FLO

luxury, Instead

KFS

CO.

Baltimore,

safely regained by using Parker's Hair

JBt

aml.^v

The Great En-TRADE MARK.

glish Remedy.
an unfailingcure

„_

For Sale

gists at $1.00 a bottle.

Beauty Begalnel
The beauty and color of the hair may be

MARK

V

offices

all

the V. S.

considered the right thing to have none

is

to
for

Line

tale at

good health, Brown’s Iron Bitters; thus will

Parisian society is considerablyAngli-

O

G-

Through
thlA^T

temperance and

disease and sulTering.

O

I

Gal

veston,

KANSAS CITY

Keep the body and brain well balancedby

all

son, Dallas,

sas,

vicious indulgences.

a good old age, free from

Profits."
Our block of CROCKERY is large and complete,
onr stock of GROCERIES is constantly being
replenished, kept fresh and full.

travel.

trained in the

wasted or destroyed by over taxing

live to

to St. Joseph,

offer for sale at very low
"Quick Sales and fima

lowa^V^^^Atchigon.Xopcka.Denl-and

points In

equippcd^^^^^

the mind with study, anxiety, evil habits,

you

all's*4C3£^vBKSTline

we

is:

pnl^rsal^^g^T

the body, and the avoidancesof excesses.

freely using that friend of

have added a complete stock of

is also kept constantly on hand.
.A.
and summer vacations;amusing sketches and
thrilling tragedies; the Black Art revealed, how
The highest prices Is paid for butter and eggs
p^^TIds Route has nosupe'rlorfor Albert
men eat fire, women are fired from cannons, heads
Minneapolisand St. Paul. and other Country Produce.
are cut ofl', clc. "Matinee Mashers” and giddy
Nw|on„ly n.pUled as
ly
conceded
lh #*...*
bullet girls; how actors and actresses are made;
be
the
best
^J; Call
ancient and modern monstrosities; wonderful sesee our
Goods.
Una
crets of transformationscenes. History of the Railroad In the World
~
Drama from the earliestdays down to the present all classes of
time. Most thrilling and entertaining book now
Mr. H. Workman will remain in the
in the field. Astounding revelations!Truth
store aw bcretoforc.
strangerthan fiction! 175 portraits,engravings,
and colored plates!Sell on sight. Everybody
B.
wants it. Grandest opportunityever offered to
All connections made
Holland, Sept. 22,
33-6m.
those desiring pleasant and profitable employment.
In Union
Other publishers are offering thousands of dollars
for control of territory. Illustratedcirculars and
Depots.
full particularstree, or send 50 cents in money or
Tr7,t’
stamps for complete canvassingoutfit,to HlSand *ou
TOR1CAL PUBLISHING CO., 602 N. 4th St St. Ticketsvia
Louis, Mo.
Celebrated
find traveling a
28-4 w.

by proper attention to the requirementsof

or

leciflcMedi
cine is beln

noted actors and actresses, their professionalwork

Good health is maintained and nourished

intemperance,

EIGHTH STREET.

early

CIRCUS LIFE,
Revealing the secrets of the Stage. Green Room,
and Circus Tent. Private and public lives of

school of prohibition.— Zton/tfr Arkansae.

It is

i

grave. The

WANTED IHEAMliL l

arms inscribed

terrible parchment.

M. Huizenga & Co.,

Consumpt ’n
Insanity and

AGENTS

which entwine tho skeleton’sneck and

that our children should be

SUCCESSOR TO

Etc., Etc., which

Agv.

holding hissing serpents in each hand,

on the

WYNHOFF

B.

positive cure for 9pcrmatorrho?a, Seminal
Weakness, Im potency and all diseases resulting
from Self-Abuse, as Mental Anxiety, Loss ol Memory. Pains In
BEFOHK.
AFTER
Hack or Sidcf
and diseases
that load to

GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,

standing in fire and

bite his heart, is the coat of

B. Simpson’s

It l? a

Sold in Hollandbv D. R.

wives and children by a pen of sorrow.
A

J.

'SpecificMeiliciDe.

the Maps and Fold-

written iu the blood of

is

Tie Ureal European Remedy-Dr.

an

“ALBERT LEA ROUTE.”

New and Direct Line, via

A

whisky always con-

untimely death. This document

Famous

NERVOUS SUFFERERS.'

TO

PACIFIC RT

&

Colls the attentionof travelersto the central position of its line, connootlna the East and the West

Dr. E. C. West’s Norvo and Brain Treatment:a
.peciflcfor Hysteria, Dizziness. Convulsions, Nervous Headache,Mental Depression, Loss of Mem-

ory, Spermatorrhoea,Impotency,Involuntary

Emissions. Premature Old Age, cansed by over-exertion, self abuse, or over-indulgence, which leads
will pay the above reward for any case of t° mlsety,
death. One box

dew
w
cases,
box.
°
V’^'l ^J

bring your

Butter and Eggs.
BOOT & KRAMER.
Holland, Mich., Ma}*4th,

Itfti

cum^

Liver Compla nt. Dyspepsia.Sick Headache. Indi- cent
do laragestlon. Constipationor Co-tlvenesswe cannot ment. One doliar a
ao'‘r“™
cure with West s Vegetable Liver Pills, when the, sent by mail
anT case Vilh
directions p re strictly complied with. They are VS e guarantee six boxes o enro f ny case,
purely Vegetable, and never fail to give sathfac each
lion. Sugar Coated. Large boxes, containing30 1 pnnied with fl.
^
Pills, 25 cents. For snle by all Druggists. Be- ' chaser onr 'vritten enarantee
ware of connterlettaand imitations.The genuine‘ if the treatmentdownot
j order(1
manufactured only bv JOHN 0. WEST & CO., tecs bm.cd °nly when
-Tho mil
MnLor. " 181
jgl & 183
183 W.
W. Madison
Madison St.,
8t..i direct
direct from
from us.
us. Auurrw
Addnss JtmN.O- wr.pT « yu.,
"The
Pill Makers."

^

wpa

m

ttfec
t^

pic-

Chicago Free trial package sent by mail
n R MccnirsHolland" Mich^33-ly
33-ly go, HI. Sold by D. R. Meengs, noiiauu, m.cu.w-ij
U-tf. paid on receipt ol a 3 cent

stamp.
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